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Direct detection of coupled proton and electron transfers in human
manganese superoxide dismutase
Gloria E. O. Borgstahl1,2, Jahaun Azadmanesh1, William E. Lutz2, Leighton Coates3, and Kevin
L. Weiss4
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, 985870 Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE 681985870, USA; 2Eppley Institute for Cancer and Allied Diseases, 986805 Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE
68198-6805, USA; 3Second Target Station, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1 Bethel Valley Road, Oak Ridge, TN
37831, USA; 4Neutron Scattering Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1 Bethel Valley Road, Oak Ridge, TN
37831, USA;
1

Human manganese superoxide dismutase is a critical oxidoreductase found in the
mitochondrial matrix. Concerted proton and electron transfers are used by the enzyme to rid
the mitochondria of O2•−. The mechanisms of concerted transfer enzymes are typically
unknown due to the difficulties in detecting the protonation states of specific residues and
solvent molecules at particular redox states. Here, neutron diffraction of two redoxcontrolled manganese superoxide dismutase crystals reveal the all-atom structures of Mn3+
and Mn2+ enzyme forms. The structures deliver direct data on protonation changes between
oxidation states of the metal. Observations include glutamine deprotonation, the
involvement of tyrosine and histidine with altered pKas, and four unusual strong-short
hydrogen bonds, including a low barrier hydrogen bond. We report a concerted proton and
electron transfer mechanism for human manganese superoxide dismutase from the direct
visualization of active site protons in Mn3+ and Mn2+ redox states.
References:
Azadmanesh, J., Trickel, S. R., Weiss, K.L., Coates, L. and Borgstahl, G. E. O. “Neutron
diffraction analysis of human manganese superoxide dismutase” Acta Crystallogr. F73, 235240 (2017).
Azadmanesh, J., Trickel, S. R., and Borgstahl, G. E. O. “Substrate-analog binding sites and
electrostatic surfaces of human manganese superoxide dismutase” J. Struct. Biol. 199, 68-75
(2017).
Azadmanesh, J., Lutz, W. E., Weiss, K. L., Coates, L. and Borgstahl, G. E. O. “Redox
manipulation of the manganese metal in human manganese superoxide dismutase for
neutron diffraction” Acta Crystallogr. F74, 677-687 (2018)
Azadmanesh, J., Lutz, W.E., Coates L., Weiss, K. and Borgstahl, G. E. O. “Direct detection of
coupled proton and electron transfers in human manganese superoxide dismutase” Nature
Communications 12:2079 (2021).

Developing structural interactomics and its application in cell
biology
Fan Liu
Leibniz-Forschungsinstitut für Molekulare Pharmakologie (FMP), Berlin, Germany

Proteins are involved in almost all cellular processes. They are organized through extensive
networks of interactions, regulating the working mechanisms of the cell with high fidelity and
precision. However, characterization of the protein interactome has been an extremely
challenging task due to the lack of highly confident and efficient technology. To address this
issue, we describe a leap forward in cross-linking mass spectrometry demonstrating a new
integrated workflow that robustly identifies thousands of protein-protein interactions (tens of
thousands of cross-links) from (sub)proteome samples. We applied this novel XL-MS strategy
to several highly complex samples, including the intact virion, the mitochondrion and the
neuronal synapse. The XL-MS-based method not only reveals protein partnerships
systematically but also provides critical insights into the architecture and spatial organization
of the complex proteome in various biological systems.

How is phase behavior encoded in prion-like low-complexity
domains?
Tanja Mittag*, Anne Bremer*, Wade Borcherds*, Mina Farag** and Rohit Pappu**
*Department of Structural Biology, St. Jude hildren’s Research Hospital, Memphis, USA; **Department of
Biomedical Engineering and Center for Science & Engineering of Living Systems (CSELS), Washington University
in St Louis, St Louis, USA

Phase transitions underlie cellular compartmentalization and mediate fundamental
biological processes. How they are encoded in the protein sequence is therefore important.
Here, we use biophysical experiments, theory, and simulations to generate a conceptual
stickers-and-spacers framework to understand phase behavior of intrinsically disordered
prion-like low-complexity domains (PLCDs) of RNA-binding proteins. Stickers form noncovalent inter- and intramolecular crosslinks, whereas spacers enable or suppress the
formation of these crosslinks. We have previously shown that aromatic residues are the
stickers in the PLCD of hnRNPA1. Here, we determine the interactions strengths of tyrosine
and phenylalanine and demonstrate that tyrosine is a stronger sticker than phenylalanine.
Importantly, we account for the effect of charged residues on phase separation, and this is
sequence context-dependent. Negatively charged residues are solubilizing spacers. Arginines
act as stickers through pairwise interactions with aromatic residues, while lysines weaken
sticker-sticker interactions. Importantly, the balance of positively and negatively charged
residues determine the overall solubility of the PLCD. Low or high values of the net charge
per residue weaken phase separation via mean-field electrostatic effects, while a net charge
per residue close to zero minimizes solubility and is optimal for phase separation. We further
characterize the function of spacer residues, particularly that of the two most frequent
spacer types, glycine and serine, to ask whether serine acts as a weak sticker via its side
chain. Instead, we find that increasing serine contents decreases the driving force for phase
separation in agreement with the higher effective solvation volume of serine vs glycine. Our
analytical and coarse-grained models accurately predict PLCD phase behavior. Our insights
provide conceptual insights into how phase behavior is encoded in intrinsically disordered
sequences, and enables us to probe the extent of function mediated by phase separation.

The Svedberg Award Lecture

SARS-CoV-2 variants and how to neutralize them.
Ben Murrell*, Daniel J. Sheward*, Leo Hanke*, Pradeepa Pushparaj*, Hrishikesh Das**, B.
Martin Hallberg**, Gerald M. McInerney*, and Gunilla B. Karlsson Hedestam*
*Department of Microbiology, Tumor and Cell Biology, Karolinska Institutet, **Department of Cell and
Molecular Biology, Karolinska Institutet

In terms of its evolution and immune escape, for the first year of the pandemic SARS-CoV-2
was relatively static. This was followed by the proliferation of variants, which persists today.
We have been studying various aspects of SARS-CoV-2 antibody responses in humans and
animal models, with a recently focus on the ability to cross-neutralize emerging variants.
An overview of our work begins with the characterization of single-domain antibodies (or
“nanobodies”), isolated from immunized alpacas, that can neutralize SARS-CoV-2. The first
iteration identified a single founder-specific neutralizing nanobody. Through improvements in
immunogens and nanobody discovery methods we identified a second generation of
nanobodies, with some interacting with the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein in unexpected ways,
and some exhibiting substantial breadth, potently neutralizing a number of SARS-CoV-2
variants as well as other members of the Sarbecovirus clade.
Then with the sudden emergence of the Omicron variant, we raced to discover the extent to
which Omicron evades our antibody responses. Remarkably, multiple exposures to the
founder spike protein (through either infection or vaccination) can elicit antibodies able to
cross-neutralize such a diverged variant. We see evidence of this in polyclonal serum
responses in Swedish cohorts, and we dive into the molecular details of a single “public”
antibody lineage, where somatic hypermutation took a commonly occurring kind of antibody
from founder-specific neutralization to extraordinary breadth.

Hugo Theorell Award Lecture

RNA Structural Dynamics by NMR
Katja Petzold, previous and current members of the Petzold Lab
Dept. of Medical Biochemistry and Biophysics, Karolinska Institute, Solna, Sweden

Many functions of RNA depend on rearrangements in secondary structure that are triggered
by external factors, such as protein or small molecule binding. These transitions can feature
on one hand localized structural changes in base-pairs or can be presented by a change in
chemical identity of e.g. a nucleo-base tautomer. We use and develop R1ρ-relaxationdispersion NMR methods for characterizing transient structures of RNA that exist in low
abundance (populations <10%) and that are sampled on timescales spanning three orders of
magnitude (µs to s).
The characterization of three different types of transient structures is going to be presented.
1) The HIV-1 dimerization initiation site (DIS) undergoes large secondary structure
rearrangements that provide the basis for a molecular zipper, which can be crucial for genome
packaging (Nature 2012). 2) The GU wobble base-pair undergoes a change from standard
wobble GU geometry to appear like a Watson-Crick base-pair stabilized by Keto-Enol
tautomerization (Nature 2015). 3) a microRNA – mRNA complex changes conformation to
activate the RISC complex (Nature 2020). I will furthermore give an outlook on recent efforts
to measure in-cell NMR of nucleic acids in functional complexes. www.petzoldlab.com

FEBS National Lecture
Structural biology in the Era of COVID-19
Andrea Thorn
Institut für Nanostruktur und Festkörperphysik, Universität Hamburg, Germany

During the COVID-19 pandemic, structural biologists rushed to solve the structures encoded
by the SARS-CoV-2 genome in order to understand the viral infection cycle and to enable drug
design. Over 2000 structures of SARS-CoV-2 proteins were released in a short time span, which
immediately were used to understand how the virus hijacks human cells, drug and vaccine
design. However, errors often occur in even the most careful structure determination - and
may be even more common among these structures. The Coronavirus Structural Task Force
[1] has responded to this challenge by rapidly evaluating and reviewing all of these structures.
In addition, we provided improved models for key structures online, set up a website
(www.insidecorona.net) and data base. We also engaged in outreach activities, writing blog
posts for scientists and the public alike, refining structures live on Twitch and offering a 3D
printable virus model. We were an ad hoc collaboration of 26 researchers across nine time
zones, brought together by the desire to fight the pandemic. Still, we were able to rapidly
establish a host of COVID-19 related research, forge friendships and collaborations across
national boundaries, spread knowledge about the virus and provide improved models for drug
discovery projects. Now, after more than two years, we have consolidated our collective
knowledge about the virus, and can leverage this insight for the question: What is next?
[1] Croll, T., Diederichs, K., Fischer, F., Fyfe, C., Gao, Y., Horrell, S., Joseph, A., Kandler, L.,
Kippes, O., Kirsten, F., Müller, K., Nolte, K., Payne, A., Reeves, M.G., Richardson, J., Santoni, G.,
Stäb, S., Tronrud, D., Williams, C, Thorn, A*. (2021) Making the invisible enemy visible (2021)
Nature Structural & Molecular Biology 28, 404–408 https://doi.org/10.1038/s41594-02100593-7

The European Biophysical Societies’ Association (EBSA)
Anthony Watts,
President, EBSA (2017 – 2019); President-elect IUPAB (2021- 2024)
EBSA is an association of some 35 biophysical societies representing around
7,000 biophysicists in Europe and some neighbouring countries. Many
adherent societies, but not, all are in the EU, and thus EBSA is an inclusive
organization. EBSA is a full fee-paying member of IUPAB (International
Union of Pure and Applied Biophysics), and through this link is associated
with ISC (International Science Council).
The mission of EBSA is to promote Biophysics in Europe, and there are
various ways in which this is accomplished. Every two years EBSA organizes
the European Biophysics Congress, which is occasionally held together with
other relevant organizations (e.g.: IUPAB, 2005, 2017, 2027; IUPAP, 2019).
In addition, EBSA offers sponsorships to organisers of meetings and schools that promote biophysics in
Europe. Support can come in the form of grants to the organisers or bursaries to participants. EBSA also
offers bursaries (up to 50) to individual young scientists to participate in the biennial Biophysics Congress,
and support for working visits to laboratories in other EBSA countries. EBSA acknowledges outstanding
scientific activity with two awards: The EBSA Young Investigators’ Medal and Prize, established in 2000,
and the more senior Avanti Polar Lipid / EBSA Award, first given in 2013.
Some 95% of the revenue of EBSA originates from the publication of the European Biophysics Journal (EBJ)
published by Springer-Nature, managing editor Rob Gilbert. In return for the benefits arising from EBSA
membership, a small fee is requested from adherent societies equivalent to €2 per registered member of
either a national society or a sub-group – such a sub- group may exist within the umbrella of a larger
organization. EBSA is always willing to recruit new societies and groups, and the most recent addition is
Greece (2021).

The importance of water in receptor function
Anthony Watts,
Biochemistry Department, University of Oxford, Oxford, OX1 3QU, UK
Resolving conformational changes in membrane receptors in response to a stimulus, and capturing their
functionally relevant dynamics, is very challenging. Over the years we have addressed this challenge using
a range of spectroscopic approaches1,2,3 on functionally competent photoreceptors, often in their natural
membranes4 or Lipodisqs™ 5,6. More recently, we have complemented this work with functional studies,
mass spec characterization7 and very high resolution (1.07Å) crystallography8,9, as well as photo-induced
x-ray, free electron laser studies (XFELS), without the use of detergents and including natural lipids. This
high-resolution information reveals waters and their importance in both receptor activationdesensitization and QM(SCC-DFTB)/MM MD trajectories
give information about the activation process. The system
studied is achearhodopsin-3 (AR3), a photoreceptor utilized
widely in optogenetics despite the lack of structures until
now. We suggest that the different arrangement of internal
water networks in AR3 is responsible for the faster
photocycle kinetics compared to homologs – AR3 is ~10x
more efficient than bacteriorhodopsin at current
generation. These insights may well have generic
implications for other receptors.
(1). Higman et al., (2011) Angew. Chemie 50(36):8432 (2). Dijkman et al., (2018) Nature Comms. 9:1710 (3). Dijkman et al.,
(2020) Science Advances, 6:33 (4). Lavington & Watts (2020) Biophys. Rev. 12:1287 (5). Juarez et al., (2019) Chem. Phys. Lipids
221:167 (6). Birch et al., (2022) Nature Methods (sub) (7). Hoi et al., (2021) Nano Letters, 21(7):2824, (8). Axford et al., (2022)
Acta Cryst D78:52 (9). Juarez et al (2021) Nature Comms. 12:629
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Structural insights into the anti-amyloid Bri2 BRICHOS chaperone
binding to Alzheimer’s associated amyloid-β fibrils
Rakesh Kumar1, Tanguy Le Marchand2, Gefei Chen1, Cecilia Persson3, Laurène Adam1, Ulrika
Brath3, Henrik Biverstål1, Lennart Nilsson1, Jan Johansson1, Guido Pintacuda2, Axel Abelein1
1

Department of Biosciences and Nutrition, Karolinska Institutet, 141 83 Huddinge, Sweden

2

Centre de Resonance Magnetique Nucleaire (RMN) a Tres Hauts Champs, CNRS/Ecole Normale Superieure
Lyon/Claude Bernard University Lyon 1, Universite de Lyon, Villeurbanne 69100, France
3

The Swedish NMR Center, University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden

In Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the most prevalent form of dementia, the pathogenesis is
closely associated with fibril formation of the amyloid-β peptide (Aβ). So far, no diseasemodifying drug is available, making new approaches necessary where molecular chaperones
are promising examples. In particular, the chaperone domain BRICHOS from Bri2 has been
shown to specifically target and decrease toxicity associated with amyloid generation and it
passes the blood-brain barrier. However, so far no molecular structure is available for Bri2
BRICHOS and, in general, the structural basis for molecular chaperone-amyloid fibril
interactions is still an open question.
Here, we report detailed insights into the structure and dynamics of Bri2 BRICHOS and its
binding to Aβ42 fibrils in vitro. Using a combined approach of solution NMR and molecular
dynamics simulations we could assign the secondary structure propensities of Bri2 BRICHOS
and characterize its dynamics in solution. Further, our EM analysis of Aβ42 fibrils coincubated with Bri2 BRICHOS revealed that the fibril diameter is decrease to about half size
in the presence of BRICHOS. Applying solid-state NMR, combined with DNP enhancement,
we could detect BRICHOS and identify a specific modulation site of Bri2 BRICHOS on Aβ42
fibrils.
These results facilitate a comprehensive understanding of chaperone-modulated Aβ
aggregation, which might be helpful to design novel ways to utilize BRICHOS in AD
treatments.

Protein Production Sweden (PPS)
Malin Bäckström, Kristina Hedfalk, Sophia Hober*, Göran Karlsson, Wolfgang Knecht**,
Tomas Nyman***, Uwe Sauer****, Hanna Tegel*
University of Gothenburg, *Royal Institue of Technology, **Lund University,***Karolinska Institutet,
****Umeå University

Protein Production Sweden (PPS; www.gu.se/pps) is a new national research infrastructure
established in 2022 and focused on the production and purification of protein reagents for
Swedish researchers, both from academia and commercial entities. Well-established protein
production platforms from five universities (the University of Gothenburg (host), Karolinska
Institutet, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Lund University, and Umeå University) will
collaborate to form the infrastructure and offer expert competence in 4 geographically
distributed nodes (Gothenburg, Lund, Stockholm, Umeå). Researchers across Sweden will get
access via a joint entry-point and will have the possibility to get support based on their
research needs throughout the whole process of protein production and purification, starting
from project counselling and design to quality control, or for any single/multiple step(s) in the
process according to the scheme below.

PPS will allow protein expression in 6 different expression systems (E. coli, P. Pastoris, Insect
cells (BEVS), Plant cells, Mammalian Cells and Cell free expression). It will also offer two
Gateway modules aiming at producing speciality reagents for use in neutron scattering or Xray crystallography.
PPS has the aim to be a broad state-of-the-art protein production infrastructure that will
deliver high quality protein reagents for all researchers in Sweden.
For more information, please see: www.gu.se/pps

Ribosome Dynamics During Translocation in Giardia
Andrew Emmerich, Soneya Majumdar and Suparna Sanyal
Department of Cell and Molecular Biology, Uppsala University, Sweden
Giardia intestinalis is a protozoan parasite that causes diarrhea in humans. Using singleparticle cryo-electron microscopy, and addressing both conformational and compositional
heterogeneity, we determined multiple high-resolution structures of naturally populated
translocation intermediates of the ribosome. The highly compact and uniquely GC-rich
Giardia ribosomes possess eukaryotic rRNAs and r-proteins, but retain some bacterial
features. The translocation intermediates with naturally-trapped tRNAs and eEF2 display
characteristic ribosomal intersubunit rotation and small subunit head swiveling that is
universal for translocation. In addition, we observe albeit limited eukaryote-specific "subunit
rolling" motion. We quantified the rotational characteristics of both small subunit body and
head movements from the atomic structures of these unique conformational states.
Interestingly, the eEF2•GDP-bound state features a uniquely positioned "leaving Pi" that
elucidates the molecular events of Pi and eEF2 release from the ribosome. Thus, our study
illustrates hitherto unknown molecular mechanisms of ribosomal translocation in lower
eukaryotes. In addition, it portrays gradual evolution of the translation machinery from
bacteria to higher eukaryotes from both the structural and mechanistic perspective.

Lund University Virus Centre – A new and modern platform for
translational virus research in Sweden
Joakim Esbjörnsson, Patrik Medstrand, Marianne Jansson*
Department of Translational Medicine, Lund University, Lund, Sweden, * Department of Laboratory Medicine,
Lund University, Lund, Sweden

The World Health Organization (WHO) recently published a list of the diseases that pose the
greatest public health risk due to their potential to cause epidemics, and against which there
are currently insufficient countermeasures. Eleven out of twelve listed diseases are caused by
viruses. The twelfth disease is called "Disease X", which means a disease that we still do not
know. Moreover, virus infections cost the Swedish society billions of Swedish Crowns every
year, and although viruses are relatively small pathogens with few virulence factors, there are
only a limited number of vaccines and effective antiviral drugs. In addition, the ability of
viruses to develop drug resistance is unmatched due to an often extremely high mutation rate
and replication ability. In light of this list and currently ongoing coronavirus pandemic, the
need for virologically well-trained staff in both research and clinical activities are greater than
ever before in human history.
During the fall 2022, the Lund University Virus Centre (LUVC) will be inaugurated. The goal for
the centre is to function as a coordinating organisation for virus research and create conditions
for world-class cross-border virus research at Lund University where experimental and clinical
research can meet in synergy. To achieve this goal, a coordinated infrastructure is currently
being established including both modern experimental platforms and well-trained staff.
LUVC also aims to function as a platform for strengthening the ties between different
stakeholders in the society with an interest in virus diseases. We are convinced that a
combined deep and broad expertise in virology from different perspectives – such as clinical,
research, education, innovation and cooperation – will be necessary for a better preparedness
for future virus epidemics and pandemics.

Initiation and propagation of α-synuclein aggregation in a primary
neuron model of Parkinson’s disease
Marziyeh Ghaeidamini1, Mikaela Sjögren1, Fritjof Havemeister1, Linnea Strid Orrhult 2, Åke
Jägervall 2, Alexander Back 2, Johan Pihl2, Elin Esbjörner1*
1

Division of Chemical Biology, Department of Biology and Biological Engineering, Chalmers University of
Technology, Kemivägen 10, 41296 Gothenburg, Sweden. marziyeh@chalmers.se, eline@chalmers.se,
2
Cellectricon AB, Neongatan 4B, 431 53 Mölndal.

Accumulation of phosphorylated α-synuclein (α-syn) into amyloid aggregates is a key
pathological hallmark of Parkinson’s disease and other so-called Lewy body related disorders.
Although α-syn plays a significant role in the pathogenesis and disease progression of PD, the
functions of α-syn and the molecular mechanisms underlying α-syn-induced neurotoxicity are
still elusive, especially in relation to the propagation of α-syn aggregation between neurons in
the brain.
We have prepared recombinant α-syn fibril seeds and performed biophysical analyses to map
their structure and morphology. In parallel, the seeds have been added to primary neuronal
cultures (from mouse embryonic cortex) to explore their neurotoxicity and ability to induce
the aggregation of endogenous α-syn in the cells; e.g. to explore their potential to propagate.
We found that both WT and mutant α-syn seeds induced the formation of phosphorylated αsyn inclusions in the primary neurons within seven days of incubation, in some instances this
was also associated with neurotoxicity. We found a clear negative correlation between the
size (length) of the α-syn fibril seeds and the number of inclusion formed, extending previous
observations from the lab of that short fibrils (< 100 nm) are the most toxic species.1
Furthermore, we show that the pathological (disease-causing) inheritable A53T mutation
resulted in fibril seeds with significantly higher propagation capacity, effectively cross-seeding
aggregation of WT α-syn in the neuronal model. Altogether, our results contribute to the
understanding of how α-syn aggregation drives the progression of Parkinson’s disease
pathology.
References
1. Zhang, Xiaolu, et al. "Correlation between cellular uptake and cytotoxicity of
fragmented α-synuclein amyloid fibrils suggests intracellular basis for toxicity." ACS
Chemical Neuroscience 11.3 (2020): 233-241.

The Interplay of apoptosis regulating Bcl-2 proteins at
mitochondrial membranes

Jörgen Ådén*, Ameeq Ul Mushtaq’, Hanna Wacklin**, Luke Clifton***, Gerhard Gröbner*
*

Department of Chemistry, Biophysical Chemistry, Umeå University, 90187 Umeå, Sweden.
European Spallation Source ERIC, ESS, 22100 Lund, Sweden.
***
ISIS Pulsed Neutron and Muon Source, Science and Technology Facilities Council, Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory, Harwell Science&Innovation Campus, Didcot, Oxfordshire, OX11 OQX, UK.
**

Cellular clearance via programmed cell death (apoptosis) is essential for human development
and health. The intrinsic (mitochondrial) pathway of apoptosis is tightly regulated by pro- and
anti-apoptotic members of the Bcl-2 (B-cell lymphoma 2) protein family which meet at the
mitochondrial outer membrane (MOM) to control its integrity. Upon activation of this
pathway apoptotic proteins such as Bax permeabilize the MOM and enable release of
apoptotic factors such as cytochrome c thereby triggering the irreversible way towards cellular
suicide. To prevent this mechanism in healthy cells anti-apoptotic proteins such as Bcl-2 itself
reside at the MOM and sequester Bax and relatives there to prevent undesired membrane
perforation. Any disturbances of this regulatory interplay between opposing members of this
family at the MOM can cause pathological disorders, including cancer. Just escaping apoptosis
is an important hallmark of cancer, where often over-expression of the life-guarding antiapoptotic Bcl-2 membrane protein itself is the main culprit enabling further progess and
increase of their resistance to therapy. Due to the lack of detailed insight in Bcl-2’s precise
functioning we apply neutron reflectometry (NR) in combination with solid-state/liquid NMR
to provide an detailed structural and kinetics insight into the mechanism of recognition and
sequestering of cell-killing proteins lik Bax by the Bcl-2 protein at the mitochondrial membrane
[1, 2]; an essential process to keep healthy cells and remove dysfunctional ones in life. We
recently discovered that Bcl-2 is deeply immersed into the MOM to carry out its function [1]
and currently we exploit NMR on Bcl-2 in micelles to obtain its detailed 3D structure. And using
NR on MOM-like membranes we study location and kinetics of Bax association and pore
formation prior and upon the presence of increasing abundance of cell protecting Bcl-2
protein there upon reconstitution.
[1] A.U. Mushtaq, J. Aden, L.A. Clifton, H. Wacklin-Knecht, M. Campana, A.P.G. Dingeldein,
C. Persson, T. Sparrman, G. Grobner, Neutron reflectometry and NMR spectroscopy of fulllength Bcl-2 protein reveal its membrane localization and conformation, Commun Biol 4(1)
(2021) 507.
[2] A. Ul Mushtaq, J. Aden, T. Sparrman, M. Hedenstrom, G. Grobner, Insight into Functional
Membrane Proteins by Solution NMR: The Human Bcl-2 Protein-A Promising Cancer Drug
Target, Molecules 26(5) (2021).

The dynamic interaction of the N-Myc oncoprotein and
the protein kinase Aurora A
Johanna Hultman, Vivian Morad, Alexandra Ahlner and Maria Sunnerhagen.
Division of Chemistry, Department of Physics, Chemistry and Biology, Linköping University.

The intrinsically disordered N-Myc protein is a master regulator involved in numerous
pathways important for cellular growth and function. However, when deregulated this vital
transcription factor is an important cancer driver1. Cellular studies have suggested that the
protein kinase Aurora A disrupts N-Myc’s path towards proteasomal degradation2 and it has
further been shown by crystallography that regions flanking MBI in N-Myc binds directly to
Aurora A3.
Here, we have successfully produced the intrinsically disordered N-terminal region of the NMyc protein, encompassing the sequentially conserved MB0 and MBI. By solution state
NMR, we have for the first time characterized the N-Myc TAD region with respect to its
dynamics and its transient structure. In addition, we have shown that the kinase domain of
Aurora A binds directly and simultaneously to MB0 and MBI in a highly dynamic manner,
displaying characteristics of a “fuzzy complex” while still forming a stable interaction as
judged by SEC-MALS. Our ITC and NMR measurements jointly show that the interaction of
N-Myc and Aurora A is independent of the region previously identified by crystallography.
Furthermore, this interaction is affected by a key cancer mutation in N-Myc, namely P44L. In
this poster, we will present our ongoing structural and dynamical analysis of the interaction
between the intrinsically disordered N-Myc oncoprotein and the kinase domain of Aurora A.

1. Ruiz-Pérez, M. V., Henley, A. B. & Arsenian-Henriksson, M. The MYCN Protein in Health
and Disease. Genes-basel 8, 113 (2017).
2. Otto, T. et al. Stabilization of N-Myc Is a Critical Function of Aurora A in Human
Neuroblastoma. Cancer Cell 15, 67–78 (2009).
3. Richards, M. W. et al. Structural basis of N-Myc binding by Aurora-A and its destabilization
by kinase inhibitors. Proc National Acad Sci 113, 13726–13731 (2016).

SwedNMR
Göran Karlsson
University of Gothenburg

SwedNMR is a new national NMR research infrastructure which provides
open access to state-of-the-art instrumentation and groundbreaking
support to Swedish researchers in the fast-developing NMR field.
Operations are organized in three topical modules – BioNMR, Materials
NMR and Translational NMR, collaboratively linking geographically
separated expert nodes. SwedNMR will be instrumental in supporting
existing and new research areas addressing a variety of societal
challenges, and will be part of the national and international research
infrastructure landscape.

For more information, please see: swednmr.se

SwedNMR laboratories

The Integrated Structural Biology Platform at SciLifeLab
Simon Ekström, Johan Malmström, Gerhard Gröbner*, Tobias Sparrman*, Cecilia Persson**
and Göran Karlsson**
Lund University, *Umeå University, ** University of Gothenburg

The ISB (Integrated Structural Biology) Platform at SciLifeLab includes the Structural
Proteomics Unit at Lund University and the Swedish NMR Centre at Gothenburg and Umeå
Universities, respectively. The Cryo-EM units in Stockholm and Umeå are virtually linked to
the ISB platform. The platform coordinates with other relevant national stakeholders, e.g.
MAX IV, ESS, PPS, ProLinC, NBIS, InfraLife.
Within SciLifeLab, the ISB platform
• provides nationally unique technologies and services within structural biology
• forms a central entry point for structural biology questions, especially addressing nonexpert users

Figure 1. Interacting stakeholders within the SciLifeLab ISB platform.

Respiratory chain supercomplexes of Actinobacteria
Terezia Kovalova, Agnes Moe, Sylwia Król, Dan Sjöstrand, Peter Brzezinski, Martin Högbom
Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, The Arrhenius Laboratories for Natural Sciences, Stockholm
University, 106 91 Stockholm, Sweden

The phylum Actinobacteria comprises of a broad range of gram-positive bacteria, including
many pathogens such as Mycobacterium tuberculosis and Mycobacterium leprae.
Tuberculosis itself causes around 1.5 million deaths ever year. With rising antibiotic resistance
among bacteria, research of new drug targets is necessary. While respiratory chain proteins
usually share significant structural and functional similarities across the different domains of
life, in the Mycobacteria genus, there are structural differences that provide an interesting
research target. Their most significant structural distinction is the requirement for respiratory
chain protein complexes to form an obligate supercomplex (assembled from two copies of
complex III and IV) in order to maintain standard function. This adaptation resulted in several
structural and functional alterations. So far, there are two known wild type structures of
respiratory chain supercomplexes, from M. smegmatis (Wiseman et al. 2018) and
Corynebacterium glutamicum (Moe; Kovalova et al. 2021). While sequence homologies of
both protein complexes are quite high, comparison of the structures reveal multiple
differences. The most significant are presence of two different additional menaquinone
binding sites in both structures, the presence of periplasmic superoxide dismutase in the M.
smegmatis supercomplex, which is replaced by a new unknown subunit and possible
menaquinone binding positions in the QP site in C. glutamicum. In our work we focused on
gaining insight into supercomplex formation and the role of individual subunits on its
functionality and stability which will include a structure-function study of various mutants.
Moe, A., Kovalova, T., Król, S. Yanofsky, D.J., Bott, M., Sjöstrand, D., Rubinstein, J.L., Brzezinski,
P., Högbom, M. The respiratory supercomplex from C. glutamicum. Structure 30(3), 338349.e3. (2022).
Wiseman, B., Nitharwal, R.G., Fedotovskaya, O., Schäfer, J., Guo, H., Kuang, Q., Benlekbir, S.,
Sjöstrand, D., Ädelroth, P., Rubinstein, J.L., Brzezinski, P., Högbom, M. Structure of a functional
obligate complex III2IV2 respiratory supercomplex from Mycobacterium smegmatis. Nat
Struct Mol Biol 25, 1128–1136 (2018).

The FragMAX facility for crystallographic fragment-screening at MAX
IV Laboratory
Sandesh Kanchugal, Elmir Jagudin, Marjolein Thunnissen, Tobias Krojer
MAX IV Laboratory, Lund University, PO Box 118, S-221 00 Lund, Sweden
Protein crystallography has seen remarkable gains in efficiency over the last decade. This was largely
driven by the availability of high-intensity X-ray beams, pixel-array detectors, reliable sample changers,
and improvements in software for data acquisition and analysis. Modern synchrotron beamlines like the
BioMAX beamline at MAX IV Laboratory can now routinely collect more than 20 datasets per hour.
These developments have facilitated establishment of the FragMAX platform at MAX IV, a publicly
accessible facility for crystal-based fragment screening. FragMAX enables routine preparation,
collection, and analysis of hundreds of protein-fragment crystals per campaign. The platform consists of
three main components: (i) a dedicated crystal preparation facility, (ii) diffraction data collection at
BioMAX and (iii) FragMAXapp, an intuitive web-based tool for large-scale data processing. FragMAX
started serving external users in 2020 and has since established an international user program that is
open to academic and industrial research groups. FragMAX staff can assist with protein crystallization
and crystal preparation, but the crystal preparation lab is also open to users. We provide free access to
several fragment libraries, notably, the in-house developed FragMAXlib library, and users can also send
their own compounds collections. All steps of the experiment, from crystal preparation to structure
refinement, are captured in a database system that can be easily transferred to the home laboratory.
FragMAX offers customized experiments, a modular experimental design and enables users with
different levels of experience to routinely achieve actionable screening hits for their targets. We will
illustrate usage of the facility through real-life projects, discuss results from screening campaigns and
their significance for compound development and finally, highlight freely available tools for accelerated
structure modeling and refinement.

Ultralarge Virtual Screening Identifies SARS-CoV-2 Main Protease
Inhibitors with Broad-Spectrum Activity against Coronaviruses
Luttens A.1, Gullberg H.2, Abdurakhmanov E.1, Vo D.1, Akaberi D.1, Talibov V.3, Nekhotiaeva
N.2, Vangeel L.4, De Jonghe S.4, Jochmans D.4, Krambrich J.1, Tas A.5, Lundgren B.2, Gravenfors
Y.2, Craig A.1, Atilaw Y.1, Sandström A.1, Moodie L.1, Lundkvist Å.1, van Hemert M.5, Neyts J.4,
Lennerstrand J.1, Kihlberg J.1, Sandberg K.1, Danielson H.1, Carlsson J.1
1

Uppsala University, 2Stockholm University, 3MAX IV Laboratory, 4KULeuven, 5Leiden University Medical Center

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has caused the greatest
health crisis of this generation and already led to >5 million deaths world-wide. Analogous to
common cold viruses, SARS-CoV-2 is expected to continue to circulate and pose a significant
threat to our society. Despite promising vaccination and booster programs against COVID-19,
antiviral drugs will likely be crucial to control the future outbreaks of coronaviruses. Among
the proteins encoded by the SARS-CoV-2 genome, the main protease (Mpro) has emerged as a
promising target. Inhibition of Mpro blocks the processing of polyproteins produced by
translation of the viral RNA, which is an essential step in SARS-CoV-2 replication.

Figure 1: SARS-CoV-2 Mpro complexed with a novel broad-spectrum inhibitor
The determination of high-resolution crystal structures of SARS-CoV-2 proteins has enabled
virtual screening campaigns to identify hits that can be developed into antiviral drugs.1
Structure-based docking algorithms can sample and score binding poses in seconds, making it
possible to evaluate large libraries and this approach is not restricted to compounds that are
physically available.2 The size of libraries with commercially available compounds is growing
rapidly and >20 billion make-on-demand molecules are currently available from chemical
suppliers. These libraries provide opportunities to identify potential therapeutic agents that
can readily be synthesized and tested for activity, but require development of effective
strategies for navigation in this enormous chemical space. We present two different strategies
to search for Mpro inhibitors in ultra-large chemical libraries using structure-based docking.3
Synergy between molecular modeling, protein crystallography and organic synthesis led to a
novel broad-spectrum inhibitor of coronaviruses.
1. Douangamath A., et al., Crystallographic and electrophilic fragment screening of the SARSCoV-2 main protease. Nat. Commun., 2020, 11, 5047
2. Bender B., Gahbauer S., Luttens A., et al., A practical guide to large-scale docking. Nat.
Protoc., 2021, 16, 4799–4832
3. Luttens A., et al., Ultralarge Virtual Screening Identifies SARS-CoV-2 Main Protease
Inhibitors with Broad-Spectrum Activity against Coronaviruses. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2022,
144, 7, 2905–2920

Tools for life science research at MAX IV
Kajsa G. V. Sigfridsson Clauss
MAX IV Laboratory Lund University

The MAX IV Laboratory provides high quality synchrotron X-rays for life science research at
several of the beamline instruments, with methods ranging from macromolecular
crystallography, scattering and spectroscopy to imaging. The latest updates from the X-ray
tool box will be briefly presented, with reference to individual in-depth presentations and
posters from MAX IV researchers at the meeting.

Primordial capsid and spooled ssDNA genome structures unravel
ancestral events of eukaryotic viruses
Anna Munke*#, Kei Kimura**, Yuji Tomaru***, Han Wang*, Kazuhiro Yoshida**, Seiya
Mito**, Yuki Hongo*** and Kenta Okamoto*
*Uppsala University, Sweden **Saga University, Japan ***Japan Fisheries Research and Education Agency, Japan
#
Present: Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), Germany

Marine algae viruses are important for controlling microorganism communities in the marine
ecosystem and played fundamental roles during the early events of viral evolution. Here, we
have focused on one major group of marine algae viruses, the ssDNA viruses from the
Bacilladnaviridae family. We present the capsid structure of the bacilladnavirus Chaetoceros
tenuissimus DNA virus type II (CtenDNAV-II), determined at 2.3 Å resolution. A structure-based
phylogenetic analysis supported the previous theory that bacilladnaviruses have acquired
their capsid protein via horizontal gene transfer from a ssRNA virus. The capsid protein
contains the widespread virus jelly-roll fold, but has additional unique features; a third b-sheet
and a long C-terminal tail. Further, low-resolution reconstructions of the CtenDNAV-II genome
revealed a partially spooled structure, an arrangement previously only described for dsRNA
and dsDNA viruses. Together, these results exemplify the importance of genetic
recombination for the emergence and evolution of ssDNA viruses and provide important
insights into the underlying mechanisms that dictate genome organisation.
Reference: Munke, A et al bioRxiv doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.03.14.435335

Left: capsid reconstruction, I4 symmetry; right: genome reconstruction, C1 symmetry

SAS-based structure determination of the MexR-DNA complex
regulating efflux pump expression and antibiotics resistance
Zuzanna Pietras1, Francesca Caporaletti1,2, Vivian Morad1, Cy Jeffries3, Anne Martel2, Björn
Wallner1, Maria Sunnerhagen1
1Department

of Physics, Chemistry and Biology, Linköping University, Linköping, Sweden,
Scale Structure, Institute Laue Langevin, Grenoble, France
3European Molecular Biology Laboratory, Hamburg Unit, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg,
Germany
2Large

Pseudomonas Aeruginosa is a gram-negative bacterium and an opportunistic pathogen that
can cause severe nosocomial infections. Because of its inherent antibiotic resistance and its
pathogenic potential, together with increasing concern of infection of immunocompromised
patients in hospitals, it has been described as a ’priority pathogen’ by the World Health
Organization (WHO).
Antibiotics resistance mutations lead to continuous production of the efflux proteins
increasing bacterial survival. Multiple antibiotic resistance Repressor (MarR) like proteins
regulate the expression of efflux pumps, that actively expel high-toxic compounds out of the
host organism. MexR is a MarR family member in P. aeruginosa, where mechanisms for its
selective DNA binding remain unclear.
In this project, we used Small Angle Neutron and X-ray Scattering with Molecular Dynamic
analysis to evaluate the structure of the protein-DNA complex of MexR dimers with single DNA
box and the entire operator region. Together with Isothermal Titration Calorimetry
experiments and SEC-MALLS we assessed MexR binding to two closely located DNA fragments,
named PI and PII. Our SAS data suggest a DNA-binding conformational selection mechanism,
where MexR conformations equivalent to the bound state are present already in the absence
of DNA.
This approach is applicable to the entire MarR family, and thus can provide critical knowledge
on pathogenic bacteria multidrug resistance, of relevance for clinical understanding and
future drug design.

Small enough for NMR and big enough for EM?
Per Rogne, Michael Hall, Aporva Verma, and Magnus Wolf-Watz
Department of Chemistry, Umeå University

Both NMR and EM are very powerful techniques for biophysical characterization of protein.
However, a big drawback when trying to combine the two is their very different size
requirements. Most solution state NMR techniques are limited by relaxation properties to a
maximum size of around 50 kDa while cryo-EM have a lower size limit in the region of 100
kDa.
YscU is a 40 kDa membrane protein responsible for the switch of Yersinia bacteria from their
growth state to their infection state, characterized by the expression and export of effector
proteins called Yersinia outer proteins, YOPs. This shift occurs when the bacterium comes into
contact with a target cell and can be mimicked by lowering the temperature to 20 oC and
depleting the growth media of calcium. The 15 kDa cytosolic C-terminal domain (YscUC),
residues 211-354, is soluble and contains the calcium site as determined by NMR. However,
the exact position of the site is unknown. Our goal is to use cryo-EM to pinpoint the interaction
site.
To be able to investigate the structure of the 15 kDa YscUC domain we fused it to adenylate
kinase from the Odinarchaeota of the Asgard archaeal phylum (OdinAK). This protein is a very
stable homo trimer of 68 kDa. Adding YscUC, to the OdinAK monomer gives 100 kDa complex,
theoretically big enough for cryo-EM.
The investigation have two goals, (i) To determine if we can produce a stable fusion protein
complex big enough to determine a high resolution structure of the 15 kDa YscU C and (ii) to
be able to determine the calcium binding site and based on that determine the control
mechanism for YOP export.
We were able to express and purify the fusion protein that forms a symmetrical trimer of 105
kDa. In an initial cryo-EM analysis including 5000 images showed that it was possible to see
the protein and make a good 2D classification. Processing using enforced trimeric symmetry
gave a density map at 4.9 Å resolution.

What is the role of ubiquitin binding to USP14
in allosteric regulation of the proteasome?
Linda Sjöstrand, Johannes Salomonsson*, Pádraig D’Arcy and Maria Sunnerhagen*
Department of Biomedical and Clinical Sciences, Linköping University
*Department of Physics, Chemistry and Biology, Linköping University

When proteins have served their purpose or become dysfunctional, they must be degraded.
This is mediated by the ubiquitin proteasome system. Degradation is irreversible and must
therefore be tightly controlled, so substrates are tagged for degradation by the small protein
ubiquitin. The ubiquitin tag is recognized by the proteasome which then cleaves the tagged
substrate into short peptides. At the proteasome, deubiquitinating enzymes like ubiquitin
specific protease 14 (USP14) remove the ubiquitin tags. Deubiquitination allows recycling
of ubiquitin and may also rescue substrates from degradation.
USP14 not only regulates the proteasome through its catalytic activity, but also allosterically.
It was recently shown that blocking loop 1 (BL1) of USP14 interacts with the proteasome and
thereby mediates both activation of USP14 and allosteric regulation of the proteasome 1.
However, what role ubiquitin binding to USP14 plays in the allosteric regulation is not yet
fully understood. To shed light on this, we have designed and characterized two nonubiquitin binding USP14 mutants: the E202K mutation resides in the ubiquitin binding pocket
and completely abolishes activity, the Y333V mutation resides in BL1 and reduces the activity
by at least 50 %. We also investigated the non-catalytic C114A mutant, which can bind but
not cleave ubiquitin.
Human cells were transfected to express WT, C114A, E202K and Y333V. All versions of
USP14 were co-isolated with the proteasome, showing that ubiquitin binding is not
necessary for stable proteasome binding. WT, C114A and E202K stimulate proteasomal
hydrolysis of small peptides, while the Y333V mutant does not. Thus, USP14 may influence
the activity of the proteasome without binding to ubiquitin, likely mediated by BL1. Further
analysis of the transfected cells showed that expression of WT and non-ubiquitin binding
USP14 (E202K, Y333V) reduce the levels of ubiquitinated proteins in cells, indicating that
USP14 stimulates proteasomal degradation independently of ubiquitin binding. The C114A
mutant, on the other hand, appears to stall the proteasome, as the levels of ubiquitinated
substrates is increased both in the cells and on the proteasome. Colony formation assays
show that cells tolerate non-ubiquitin binding USP14 better than they tolerate C114A.
These results suggest that ubiquitin free USP14 helps regulate the proteasome, while
binding of ubiquitin to USP14 without cleaving cause the proteasome to stall.
1

Hung, K. Y. S. et al. Allosteric control of Ubp6 and the proteasome via a bidirectional
switch. Nat Commun 13, 838 (2022).

Structure of PrgB provides a mechanistic understanding of biofilm
formation and mating-pair formation in conjugation
Wei-Sheng Sun1,2, Lena Lassinantti1, Michael Järvå1, Andreas Schmitt1, and Ronnie P-A
Berntsson1,2
1

2

Department of Medical Biochemistry and Biophysics, Umeå University, SE-90187 Umeå, Sweden
Wallenberg Centre for Molecular Medicine, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden

Enterococcus faecalis is one of the major causes of nosocomial infections. Its resilience to
environmental stress and resistance to multiple antibiotics make it a thorny issue to public
health. It has also been shown that E. faecalis can act as a reservoir of antibiotic resistance,
and is very apt at transferring these resistance genes to other bacteria via type 4 secretion
systems (T4SS). This process, termed conjugation, occurs between a donor and recipient cell
and takes place efficiently when close cell-cell contact can be made. This cellular contact is
facilitated by specific adhesion proteins.
One of the best studied T4SS adhesion proteins is enterococcal PrgB, from the conjugative
plasmid pCF10. In previous studies, PrgB has been found being important for cell clumping,
robust biofilm formation, efficient pCF10 transfer, survival in host phagocyte cells, and
vegetation in rabbit endocarditis model1–3. We have previously shown that the polymer
adhesion domain (PAD) of PrgB is the active domain that binds to both eDNA, to facilitate
biofilm formation, and to lipoteichoic acid to promote mating-pair formation4. However,
only a small part of the structure of PrgB was known, and it was difficult to interpret the
abundant phenotypic data available in the literature. To remedy this, we here present the
structure of the entire folded part of PrgB, as determined by a combination of X-ray
crystallography and cryo-EM. The C-terminal half of PrgB (residues 584-1235) was found to
consist of four, tandemly arranged, immunoglobulin (Ig)-like domains. In its apo state, the
PAD domain is bound to two of the Ig-like domains. Upon binding DNA, the PAD domain
undergoes a large displacement, allowing it to both bind and subsequently wrap the DNA
around the domain. In vivo assays with defined domain deletions, looking at cellular
aggregation, biofilm formation and conjugation efficiency, shed light on how the different
PrgB domains contribute to protein function. This new knowledge has allowed us to put data
of PrgB from the past three decades into a structural context, to better understand the
multiple functions of PrgB and its relevance for DNA transfer and virulence.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Rakita, R. M., Vanek, N. N., Jacques-Palaz, K., Mee, M., Mariscalco, M. M., Dunny, G. M., et al.
Enterococcus faecalis bearing aggregation substance is resistant to killing by human neutrophils despite
phagocytosis and neutrophil activation. Infect. Immun. 67, 6067–6075 (1999).
Chuang, O. N., Schlievert, P. M., Wells, C. L., Manias, D. A., Tripp, T. J. & Dunny, G. M. Multiple functional
domains of Enterococcus faecalis aggregation substance Asc10 contribute to endocarditis virulence.
Infect. Immun. 77, (2009).
Bhatty, M., Cruz, M. R., Frank, K. L., Gomez, J. A. L., Andrade, F., Garsin, D. A., et al. Enterococcus faecalis
pCF10-encoded surface proteins PrgA, PrgB (aggregation substance) and PrgC contribute to plasmid
transfer, biofilm formation and virulence. Mol. Microbiol. 95, 660–677 (2015).
Schmitt, A., Jiang, K., Camacho, M. I., Jonna, V. R., Hofer, A., Westerlund, F., et al. PrgB promotes
aggregation, biofilm formation, and conjugation through DNA binding and compaction. Mol. Microbiol.
109, 291–305 (2018).

Tracking Molecular Modifications of Engaged Pol II Complexes
at Nucleotide Resolution Across the Genome
Anniina Vihervaara1,2,3, Philip Versluis2, John T. Lis2
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RNA Polymerase II (Pol II) is a multi-subunit complex that undergoes covalent modifications
as transcription proceeds through genes and enhancers. Rate-limiting steps of transcription
control Pol II recruitment, site and degree of initiation, duration of pausing, productive
elongation, nascent transcript processing, termination of transcription, and Pol II recycling.
Here, we developed Precision Run-On coupled to Immuno-Precipitation sequencing (PRO-IPseq) and tracked phosphorylation of Pol II C-terminal domain (CTD) at nucleotide-resolution.
We uncovered the precise positional control of Pol II CTD phosphorylation as transcription
proceeds from the initiating nucleotide, through early and late promoter-proximal pause
regions, and into productive elongation. Pol II CTD was predominantly unphosphorylated from
the initiating nucleotide until the early pause-region. Instead, serine-2- and serine-5phosphorylations occurred preferentially at the end of the pause, 30-60 nucleotides from the
initiation. Serine-7-phosphorylation dominated after the pause-release in a region where Pol
II accelerates to its full elongational speed and meets the ordered array of +1 to +5
nucleosomes. While serine-2 was detected as a prominent mark for active transcription, the
higher the transcriptional activity of the gene, the more serine-5-phosphorylation was
detected at the gene’s body. Tracking Pol II control upon heat-induced reprogramming of
transcription demonstrated that Pol II with serine-2 and serine-5- phosphorylated CTD can
remain paused. Taken together, PRO-IP-seq tracks molecular modifications of engaged
transcription complexes at nucleotide-resolution and reveals molecular mechanisms that
coordinate RNA synthesis across the human genome.

The Inspiration on dsRNA Virus Evolution Brought by the Cryo-EM
Structures
Han Wang1, Diogo De Matos Filipe1, Naoyuki Miyazaki2, Nobuhiro Suzuki3 and Kenta Okamoto1
1. Program in Molecular Biophysics, Department of Cell and Molecular Biology, Uppsala University, Sweden
2. The Laboratory of Protein Synthesis and Expression, Institute for Protein Research, Osaka University, Japan
3. Institute of Plant Science and Resources (IPSR), Okayama University, Japan

Double-stranded (ds)RNA viruses are nowadays showing impacts enormously. Two families
of dsRNA viruses are therefore highly drawing our attentions, the Megabirnaviridae and
provisional totivirus-like viruses, that both infect multicellular hosts (metazoan). We have
performed structural/molecular studies on fungal Rosellinia necatrix megabirnavirus 1-W779
(RnMBV1) and mosquito-borne Omono River virus (OmRV), aiming at determining the first
cryo-EM structures of these viruses, and discovering acquired functional structures during
evolution. In comparison with simple protazoan dsRNA viruses, the RnMBV1 and OmRV have
evolved and acquired unique features for their life-cycles. Recently we have got ~3.2 Å
RnMBV1 3D reconstructions and solved its capsid atomic models1. Totally three main
features are identified via structure-based analysis: 1) “Extra-long arms on C-terminus of
major capsid proteins (MCPs)”, which is hypothesized to facilitate genome packaging. 2)
“Structurally distinguishing MCP protruded-domain and extra surface Crown Proteins (CrPs)”,
which may serve as the essential aid in virus transmissions. 3) “5-fold obstructed pores”,
which should function for cellular nucleotide triphosphates (NTPs) intake and/or synthesized
genome release. Simultaneously, we find the OmRV particles share structural commonalities
with those aforementioned in RnMBV2,3 and these hypothesized structural features are
currently being molecularly assessed and characterized on OmRV4.3
1,2

~ 50 nm

RnMBV1 overall capsid

The protruded-domains (in red)
on RnMBV1 MCPs

Han Wang and others, ‘Capsid Structure of Metazoan Fungal dsRNA Megabirnavirus reveals its uniquely
acquired structures’, unpublished, 2022.
2
Qianqian Shao and others, ‘Cryo-EM Reveals a Previously Unrecognized Structural Protein of a DsRNA Virus
Implicated in Its Extracellular Transmission’, PLoS Pathogens, 2021, 1–18.
3
Kenta Okamoto and others, ‘Acquired Functional Capsid Structures in Metazoan Totivirus-like DsRNA Virus’,
Structure, 28.8 (2020), 888-896.e3.
4
Han Wang and Kenta Okamoto, ‘A Full-Length Infectious CDNA Clone of a DsRNA Totivirus-like Virus’,
2021, bioRxiv. DOI: 10.1101/2021.11.08.467288
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An Update on the Development of MicroED at SU
Hongyi Xu
Department of Materials and Environmental Chemistry, Stockholm University, 106 91 Stockholm, Sweden

Microcrystal electron diffraction (MicroED) has recently emerged as a promising method for
macromolecular structure determination. The method complements existing structural
biology methods by providing the opportunities to study small macromolecular structures (i.e.
<50 kDa) from crystals too small for conventional single crystal X-ray diffraction. Several
protein structures have been determined and various studies indicate that MicroED is capable
of (i) revealing atomic structures with charges, (ii) solving new protein structures by molecular
replacement, (iii) visualizing ligand-binding interactions and (iv) solving membrane-protein
structures from microcrystals embedded in lipidic mesophases. Recently, we have solved two
novel protein structures by MicroED and shown that it is feasible to use MicroED for structurebased drug discovery. However, comparing to X-ray diffraction, MicroED is still in its infancy.
Further optimization and innovations in new software and hardware are required to make
MicroED more robust and more accessible to the structural biology community. In SWEPROT
2022, I would like to present our latest development in specimen preparation, data collection
and processing routine, examples of macromolecular crystal structure determination by
MicroED, ongoing method developments and future perspective of MicroED.

A summary of our recent results. a) A rare lysozyme polymorph1, b) A new R2lox protein structure2, c)
Visualizing drug binding interactions3, d) MyD88TIR domain4, e) specimen preparation method - Preassis5, and
f) crystal structure of Amyloid-β fragment (submitted)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Xu, H. et al. Structure 26, 667-675.e3 (2018).
Xu, H. et al. Sci. Adv. 5, eaax4621 (2019).
Clabbers, M. T. B. et al. Commun. Biol. 3, 417 (2020).
Clabbers, M. T. B. et al. Nat. Commun. 12, 2578 (2021).
Zhao, J. et al. Nat. Commun. 12, 5036 (2021).
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Targeting -synuclein amyloid aggregates with the BRICHOS protein
– basis for treatment of Parkinson’s disease
Laurène Adam, Rakesh Kumar, Rami Alkenayeh, Annemarie Kearney, Henrik Biverstål, Jan
Johansson, Axel Abelein
Department of Biosciences and Nutrition, Karolinska Institutet, 141 83 Huddinge, Sweden

Parkinson’s disease is the second most common form of neurodegenerative disorder. Its
pathogenesis is linked to the aggregation of -synuclein protein (-Syn) leading to
accumulation of toxic oligomers and amyloid fibrils, which are found in patients’ brains1.
Identifying and controlling the pathways of aggregation have been challenging yet is the key
for a detailed understanding of the molecular mechanisms of protein aggregation in
neurodegenerative diseases. Due to repetitive failure of treatment in the past, new diseasemodifying treatment strategies are currently highly desired. Naturally occurring chaperones,
such as the BRICHOS protein domain, is part of the new class of endogenous inhibitors of
amyloid toxicity and holds great promise for development of new therapeutic tools2. Here, we
present in vitro -Syn (WT and A30P mutant) aggregation inhibition mechanism by BRICHOS,
where BRICHOS efficiently prevents aggregation of WT and A30P -Syn in a concentrationdependent manner. Moreover, we demonstrate that -Syn fibrils can be extracted from
different mouse models and these fibrils are potent to seed recombinant -Syn aggregation
kinetics. These results provide a greater understanding of the molecular mechanisms of synuclein aggregation and the preventing effect of BRICHOS which could potentially be
implemented in novel treatment approaches.
References:
1. Poewe W, Seppi K, Tanner CM, Halliday GM, Brundin P, Volkmann J, et al. Parkinson
disease. Nat Rev Dis Primers. 2017 Dec 21;3(1):17013.
2. Buxbaum JN, Johansson J. Transthyretin and BRICHOS: The Paradox of Amyloidogenic
Proteins with Anti-Amyloidogenic Activity for Aβ in the Central Nervous System. Front
Neurosci [Internet]. 2017 Mar 15 [cited 2022 Apr 25];11. Available from:
http://journal.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fnins.2017.00119/full

PReSTO in Support of Swedish Integrated Structural Biology
Alexandra Ahlner*, Martin Moche**, Oskar Aurelius***, Stefan Fleischmann****, Ana
Gonzalez***, Michael Hall*****, Anton Höglund******, Karl Hörnell******, Daniel Larsson*******,
Zdenek Matej***, Jose Miguel de la Rosa Trevin****, Anders Sjöström***, Sebastian
Thorarensen*****, Emil Tykesson***, Torben Rasmussen****** and Maria Sunnerhagen*
*

Linköping University, **Karolinska Institutet, ***Lund University, ****Stockholm University,
*****
Umeå University, ******National Supercomputer Centre, *******Uppsala University

PReSTO is a software stack for integrated structural biology adapted to high performance
computing resources at Swedish National Infrastructure for Computing (SNIC) and the local
MAX IV compute cluster. Our aim is to support integrative structural biologists evaluating their
data from Macromolecular X-ray crystallography (MX), X-ray Free Electron Lasers (XFEL),
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), cryo Electron Microscopy (cryo-EM), Neutron scattering
(NMX) and Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) to determine 3D structures of macromolecules
such as proteins, DNA and RNA. Many MX software is already available and software
installations for cryo-EM, NMR and XFEL are progressing.
The multi-purpose and multi-technique approach to characterize how macromolecules and
their assemblies interact with virus and other pathogens in space and time is known as
integrated structural biology. Swedish SciLifeLab recently launched a new Integrated
Structural Biology Platform (ISB) platform and PReSTO will connect data generating structural
biology infrastructures with the large-scale Swedish National Infrastructure of Computing
(SNIC). Connecting large-scale experimental infrastructures with large-scale compute
infrastructures will benefit Swedish research. Structural biology is a subset of the large
Swedish effort known as Data Driven Life Science (DDLS) that will benefit protein scientist
when addressing complex structural biology questions involving machine learning and
artificial intelligence when stretching towards cellular length scales and dynamic events of life
via synchrotron X-ray tomography, correlative microscopy and molecular dynamics
simulations.
Access to the PReSTO installation is via Swedish National Infrastructure of Computing (SNIC)
funded by the Swedish Research Council. Thinlinc is a remote desktop server that supports
the integrated structural biology workflow by enabling graphic applications including
coot/chimera/ccp4mg/pymol to run smoothly from a remote computer. The homepage
(https://www.nsc.liu.se/support/presto/) is written for structural biologists new to HPC
environments where we discuss how to; manage software modules, login and compute nodes,
edit sbatch scripts, schedule and monitor jobs etc. We also describe how to configure PHENIX
for slurm scheduling and guide readers towards software developer manuals.

Single Particle Cryo-EM Analysis of Transient Complexes Between Human Aquaporins and
Regulatory Protein
Tamim Al-Jubair1 Veronika Nesverova1, Kaituo Wang2, Zahraa Majhool1, Carl Johan Hagströmer1 and
Susanna Törnroth-Horsefield1
1

Department of Biochemistry and Structural Biology, Lund University, P.O. Box 124, 221 00 22 Lund, Sweden.
Department of Biomedical Sciences, Copenhagen University, 2200 Copenhagen, Denmark.

2

Membrane integral water channels known as Aquaporins (AQPs) are found in diverse cell types of our bodies,
and are critical for body water homeostasis (1). Their activity can be controlled by changes in subcellular
localization, a process that is dependent on protein-protein interactions (2). AQP2 trafficking to and from the
apical membrane of the cells in kidney collecting duct is crucial for urine volume regulation by kidney (3).
This process involves the incorporation of AQP2 into inner vesicles of multivesicular bodies (MVB), which
is governed by the interaction of AQP2 with lysosomal trafficking regulator-interacting protein-5 (LIP5) (4).
Faulty regulation of AQP2 to the apical membrane of the cells is the hall mark of nephrogenic diabetes
insipidus (NDI) (5). Aquaporin-4 (AQP4) is abundantly expressed in astrocytes in the CNS (6) and its subcellular localization is controlled by interactions with calmodulin (CaM). Pathological water flow through
AQP4 has been shown to play a critical role in CNS edema and targeting its CaM-dependent relocalisation has
been shown to be a viable target for CNS edema treatment (7).
Here, we aim to elucidate the structural mechanism behind how AQP cellular localization is controlled by
interactions with regulatory proteins by structurally characterizing transient AQP complexes using single
particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM). The 3.2 Å Cryo-EM structure of the complex between AQP2
and the N-terminal domain of LIP5 reconstituted in lipid-MSP nanodiscs shows two molecules of LIP5 binding
to one AQP2 tetramer in a manner similar to how LIP5 interacts with the ESCRT-III complex. Low-resolution
cryo-EM analysis of the nanodisc-reconstituted AQP4-CaM complex reveals a preliminary model with two
CaM molecules binding to the AQP4 tetramer. Our work shows the first cryo-EM structures of aquaporins in
complex with regulatory proteins, establishes lipid-MSP nanodisc reconstitution as an excellent tool for AQP
structure determination by cryo-EM and paves the way for structure-based drug design targeting AQP
complexes.
References
1. R. E. Day et al., Human aquaporins: regulators of transcellular water flow. Biochim Biophys Acta 1840,
1492-1506 (2014).
2. S. Kreida et al., Protein-protein interactions in AQP regulation - biophysical characterization of AQP0CaM and AQP2-LIP5 complex formation. Faraday Discuss 209, 35-54 (2018).
3. T. H. Kwon et al., Regulation of aquaporin-2 in the kidney: A molecular mechanism of body-water
homeostasis. Kidney Res Clin Pract 32, 96-102 (2013).
4. J. V. Roche et al., Structural Insights into AQP2 Targeting to Multivesicular Bodies. Int J Mol Sci 20
(2019).
5. J. V. Roche and S. Tornroth-Horsefield, Aquaporin Protein-Protein Interactions. Int J Mol Sci 18 (2017).
6. M. C. Papadopoulos and A. S. Verkman, Aquaporin water channels in the nervous system. Nat Rev
Neurosci 14, 265-277 (2013).
7. P. Kitchen et al., Targeting Aquaporin-4 Subcellular Localization to Treat Central Nervous System
Edema. Cell 181, 784-799 e719 (2020).

Structure-function studies of ferredoxin-flavodoxin NADP+
oxidoreductase 1 from Bacillus cereus as an iron-uptake
oxidoreductase
Hilde Kristin Andersen, Hans-Petter Hersleth and Marta Hammerstad
University of Oslo, Department of Biosciences, Norway

Bacillus cereus have enzymes annotated as ferredoxin-flavodoxin NADP+ oxidoreductases
(FNRs). FNR2 reduces flavodoxins more effectively than FNR1 in B. cereus (Gudim et al., 2018).
FNR1 in Staphylococcus aureus is an iron-uptake oxidoreductase (IruO) and are a close
homolog to FNR1 in B. cereus. An IruO can make bacteria access iron by heme degradation or
from siderophores. In this process IruO reduces either siderophores or the heme oxygenases
IsdG and IsdI (Loutet et al., 2013). B. cereus has only a IsdG homolog, but not IsdI.
The aim of this project is to investigate if FNR1 can work as an IruO and reduce IsdG to degrade
heme in B. cereus. For this purpose, FNR1 and IsdG from B. cereus have been expressed and
purified. IsdG have been crystallised both with and without hemin to solve the structure.
There have been performed kinetic assays to decide FNR1’s ability to reduce IsdG and degrade
the heme group. In the kinetic assays the reduction rates were determined using UV-visible
spectroscopy.
References:
Gudim, I., Hammerstad, M., Lofstad, M. & Hersleth, H.-P. (2018). The Characterization of
Different Flavodoxin Reductase-Flavodoxin (FNR-Fld) Interactions Reveals an Efficient FNR-Fld
Redox Pair and Identifies a Novel FNR Subclass. Biochemistry, 57(37), 5427- 5436.
Loutet, S. A., Kobylarz, M. J., Chau, C. H. T. & Murphy, M. E. P. (2013). IruO Is a Reductase for
Heme Degradation by IsdI and IsdG Proteins in Staphylococcus aureus. J Biol Chem, 288(36),
25749-25759.

Towards stepwise understanding of proton-coupled electron
transfer in human manganese superoxide dismutase
Jahaun Azadmanesh, William Lutz, Kevin Weiss*, Leighton Coates*, Dean Myles*, Thomas
Kroll**, Andrey Kovalevsky*, and Gloria Borgstahl
University of Nebraska Medical Center, * Oak Ridge National Laboratory, ** SLAC National Laboratory

Oxidoreductases are a large class of enzymes responsible for catalyzing electron transfers in
nature. These electron transfers are usually coupled with proton transfers in a process called
proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) that permits thermodynamically favorable redox
reactions. Most PCET mechanisms of oxidoreductases are unknown due to the need for an
electronic description of the redox center coupled with knowledge of the protonation states
at the active site. Human manganese superoxide dismutase (MnSOD) is a clinically significant
oxidoreductase that has been a historical driver and paradigm for understanding PCET
chemistry.
Mn3+ + O2•- ↔ Mn2+ + O2
Mn2+ + O2•- + 2H+ ↔ Mn3+ + H2O2
We recently published the first direct
visualization of how protonation
states of amino acid residues and
solvent molecules are coupled to the
resting oxidation states of the active
site metal in an oxidoreductase (Fig.
1). Important missing pieces are the
detailed description of the electronic
structure that coincides with changes
in the protonation and ligand states

Fig. 1: Resting active sites observed in neutron structures of
wild-type (a) Mn3+SOD and (b) Mn2+SOD. From Azadmanesh
et al., 2021. Nat. Commun.

More recently, we have pursued
identifying the precise step-by-step
process
that
composes
the
mechanism of human MnSOD by capturing all-atom descriptions (i.e. including hydrogen
positions) of dioxygen-bound active site complexes in conjunction with artificial catalytic
variants of the enzyme (Fig. 2). Here, we describe our ongoing work interweaving the all-atom
structures
with
X-ray
spectroscopic studies and
quantum calculations to
reveal the PCET steps. We
define the contributions of
active site residues and
protonation states toward
the PCET mechanism and give
Fig. 2: Unpublished X-ray (a,b) and neutron (c) dioxygen-bound
insight into the most likely
structures of human W161F MnSOD (2Fo-Fc gray and omit Fo-Fc
redox reaction pathway.
orange).

Rubisco biogenesis structural data
Stavros Azinas , Frida Bostrom, Inger Andersson, and Laura Gunn
Laboratory of Molecular Biophysics, Uppsala University

Abstract: The CO2-fixing enzyme Ribulose-1,5-carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco) represents
the major point of carbon entry into the biosphere. Rubisco has a slow catalytic rate and
exhibits poor substrate specificity such that Rubisco catalysis often limits the growth rate of
photosynthetic organisms (Andersson, 2008), including crop and biofuel-producing species
(Stephenson et al., 2011). While there exists a wealth of data from Rubisco research, attempts
to engineer a more efficient Rubisco have been underwhelming, at best, and single point
mutations distant from the catalytic site often dramatically impair enzyme function. Rubiscos
from higher plants are comprised of eight catalytic large- (L) and eight auxiliary small- (S)
subunits, which form a ≈ 550 kDa L8S8 hexadecamer.
Why Rubiscos from some species are more efficient than others remain unknown. Recent
studies have highlighted the kinetic influence of the Rubisco S-subunit that does not
contribute residues directly to, and is spatially separated from, the active site (van Lun et al.,
2011). In our project, we expressed Rubisco in E. coli from different parts of the tobacco plant,
and looked at the structural differences of the small subunit. Surprisingly, we were also
provide insights into the molecular assembly of the L8S8 hexadecamer and present the first
structure of a Rubisco assembly intermediate.

Elucidating the oligomerisation mechanism of Methanococcoides
burtonii Rubisco (MbR)
Afshan Begum, Stavros Azinas*, and Laura-Helen Gunn
Department of Cell and Molecular biophysics, Uppsala University, Sweden

Rubisco catalyses the carboxylation (CO 2 addition) or oxygenation (O 2 addition) of Dribulose-1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP) and the subsequent carbon-carbon cleavage to form two
molecules of 3-phospho-D-glycerate (PGA) (with CO2) or one molecule of PGA and one
molecule of 2-phospho-glycolate (with O2). This makes Rubisco both the gatekeeper for
carbon entry into the biosphere and a target for functional improvement to enhance
photosynthesis and plant growth (1). Rubisco’s catalytic inefficiencies often limit plant growth
and resource-use-efficiency (2). Improving the performance of the CO2-fixing enzyme Rubisco
has the potential to significantly enhance photosynthetic efficiency and yield.
Strategies to engineer more efficient plant Rubiscos have been hampered by evolutionary
constraints, prompting interest in Rubisco isoforms from non-photosynthetic organisms. The
methanogenic archaeon Methanococcoides burtonii contains a Rubisco isoform that functions
to scavenge the ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP) by-product of purine/pyrimidine
metabolism (2). We have determined high-resolution crystal structures of wild-type MbR and
an assembly mutant, E179A, and performed extensive biophysical assays to deeply probe the
MbR oligomerization mechanism.
In this project we aim to understand “more primitive” Rubisco isoforms from archaeal species,
such as Methanocococcus burtonii, especially their unique oligomerization mechanism, and
how these could be used in engineering strategies to evaluate better understand Rubisco's
evolutionary context.
Refrences:
1) Robert H.Wilson, Hernan Alonso & Spencer M.Whitney. 2016, Scientific Reports |
6:22284 | DOI: 10.1038/srep22284.
2) Laura. H. Gunn, Karin Valegård & Inger Andersson. 2017, J. Biol.Chem.,6838-6850.

Structural insights into the T4SS channel components of
Enterococcus faecalis
Krishna Bhattiprolu1,2, Anais Lamy1,2 and Ronnie P-A Berntsson1,2
1

Department of Medical Biochemistry and Biophysics, Umeå University, SE-90187 Umeå, Sweden, 2 Wallenberg
Centre for Molecular Medicine, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden

Antibiotic resistant bacteria pose a large threat to global health. A major route for
dissemination of antibiotic resistance in bacteria is through bacterial conjugation, often
facilitated through type IV secretion systems (T4SS). These megadalton sized machines consist
of channel protein complexes embedded in the membrane which actively translocate
substrates (DNA, protein) and virulence factors to recipient cells. Blocking the T4SS function
results in reduced virulence of infection, making them attractive candidates for drug design.
Therefore, understanding the structure of these channel protein is essential [1].
In this current work, we aim to solve the structure of T4SS channel from the conjugative pCF10
plasmid from Enterococcus faecalis, a Gram-positive bacterium. Currently we have almost no
structural or functional understanding of Gram-positive T4SSs, so we do not know the exact
composition nor stoichiometry of the T4SS channel. To remedy this, we are inserting flag-tags
at different sites in the various channel proteins, using the means of homologous
recombination since the pCF10 plasmid is huge (67 kbp) to be amenable to standard cloning
[2][3]
. The resulting tagged channel proteins will be used in combination with pull-down
experiments to study composition and stoichiometry via Mass Spectrometry and to determine
the structure of T4SS (sub)complex via cryo-EM.
We anticipate that the anti-flag tag pull-down experiment will help us identify a potential
macro molecular protein complex formed during the conjugation whose high-resolution
structure can be solved using single particle Cryo- EM. In this poster, I will outline the overall
workflow, initial results with a discussion on future perspectives of the project.
References:
[1] Grohmann E, Christie PJ, Waksman G, Backert S. Type IV secretion in Gram-negative and
Gram-positive bacteria. Mol Microbiol. 2018 Feb;107(4):455-471. doi: 10.1111/mmi.13896.
Epub 2018 Jan 18. Erratum in: Curr Top Microbiol Immunol. 2017;413: E1.
[2] Vesić D, Kristich CJ. A Rex family transcriptional repressor influences H2O2 accumulation
by Enterococcus faecalis. J Bacteriol. 2013 Apr;195(8):1815-24. doi: 10.1128/JB.02135-12.
Epub 2013 Feb 15.
[3] Kristich CJ, Chandler JR, Dunny GM. Development of a host-genotype-independent
counterselectable marker and a high-frequency conjugative delivery system and their use in
genetic analysis of Enterococcus faecalis. Plasmid. 2007 Mar;57(2):131-44. doi:
10.1016/j.plasmid.2006.08.003. Epub 2006 Sep 22.

Characterization of ribonucleotide reductases and their
transcriptional regulator NrdR
Ornella Bimai, Saher Shahid, Tobias Fietze, Britt-Marie Sjöberg
Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Stockholm University SE-10691 Stockholm, Sweden

Organisms store their genetic information in DNA, thus making deoxyribonucleotides (dNTPs)
essential components of the cellular replication and proliferation machinery. The enzyme
ribonucleotide reductase (RNR) catalyses the reaction that provides new DNA building blocks.
There are three different classes of RNRs (I, II, III) different in reactivity towards oxygen,
cofactor requirement, and quaternary structure, even within subgroups of each class. A finetuned allosteric regulation occurs within the enzyme to control the amount of dNTPs available
in the cell. Allosteric effectors ATP or dATP bind to an N-terminal regulatory domain called
ATP-cone that acts as an on/off switch of the enzyme. Although RNRs are widely studied, their
mechanisms of regulation are largely unknown.
The details of dATP-inhibition have so far only been described for class I RNRs, in which case
large oligomeric complexes are formed, excluding formation of the enzymatically active
dimer-of-dimers between the two RNR subunits. In contrast, class II and III RNRs consist of a
single subunit, in most cases forming a homodimeric enzymatically active complex, suggesting
that the mechanism of dATP-inhibition is different from that of class I.
We are also interested in the mechanism of genetic regulation of RNRs by the transcription
factor NrdR, which binds to the RNR promoter regions to repress transcription. NrdR is found
in the majority of bacteria and some archaea and acts as a universal transcriptional regulator
of RNRs.
We investigate the molecular mechanisms and allosteric regulation of RNRs and their
transcriptional repressor NrdR, which share the same regulatory domain - the ATP-cone.

High resolution imaging of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii phototropin
Szabolcs Bódizs
Department of Chemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Gothenburg

One of the most important environmental factors living organisms need to adapt to is
radiation from the Sun. The ability to respond to ever-changing light conditions is made
possible by a variety of photosensitive proteins, the most well-known examples being opsins,
the receptors responsible for vision in animals. In algae, fungi and even plants, the role of light
is more complex: photosensitive proteins control cell division, rearrangement of organelles
and supracellular coordination. Although most light receptors have been identified, and there
are a number of solved low to mid resolution structures for these proteins, atomic resolution
is rarely achieved due to the combination of their small size and flexibility. For this reason,
dynamic structure and signal transduction is little understood in most cases. Due to the easy
availability of their ligands, photosensory domains are already used in optogenetic tools; and
they are an important target for genetically engineering crops to get better yields.
Unfortunately, our limited understanding of the mechanism of signal transduction between
domains hinders the efforts to engineer high fidelity protein constructs.
In this project, I aim to solve the dynamic structure of the blue light receptor protein
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii phototropin at a high resolution using single-particle cryoelectron microscopy. The results would allow us to better describe the intra- and inter-domain
rearrangements in this protein during photoactivation.

Structure determination and characterization of novel proteins
from Vibrio cholerae
Nandita Bodra and Karina Persson
Department of Chemistry, Umeå University, SE-901 87, Umeå, Sweden

Abstract
Vibrio cholerae is one of the known gram-negative bacterial pathogen responsible for diarrhea
in humans. Cholerea toxin (CT) and toxin regulated pili (TCP) are the main factors to cause the
disease. Most V. cholerae strains lack CT genes yet they are considered pathogenic as they
cause other complications such as skin, wound and gastrointestinal infections(1). Dongre et
al. discovered new virulence factors of V. cholerae called motility associated killing (mak)
factors using Caenorhabditis elegans as an infection host model(2). The mak gene encodes
five proteins namely MakA, MakB, MakC, MakD and MakE. The MakA, MakB and MakE are
soluble proteins and upon interaction with the host membrane they form the MakABE
tripartite complex which is cytotoxic (3). The structures of the MakABE tripartite complex and
MakC are not known. Here, in my project I aim to get the structural insights of the MakC and
the MakABE pore complex to understand the molecular detail of interactions amongst Mak
proteins and the host membrane. For this, I use two major structural determination
techniques i.e. X-ray crystallography and electron microscopy. As a starting material all the
Mak proteins are recombinantly produced in E.coli. Currently the MakC protein crystallization
trials are ongoing. Additionally, the MakABE protein complex is made using gel filteration in
the presence of lipid extract and detergent for single particle cryo-EM analysis. The outcome
of this will aid to understand bacterial pathogenesis and to design new therapeutics against
bacterial infections.
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Understanding human CLC proteins: channels and transporters in
chloride ion flux
Viktoria Bågenholm, Christina Grønberg and Pontus Gourdon
Department of Biomedical Sciences, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark,

The CLCs are a family of chloride flux membrane proteins that contribute to cell ion balance
in many organisms. The 9 members of this family present in humans help regulate cell volume,
muscle relaxation and resorption in the kidney. Some are ubiquitously expressed, while others
are tissue specific, and several of them are directly linked to disorders such as osteopetrosis
(ClC-7) (1) and Dent’s disease (ClC-5) (2). The family is also interesting as it consists of both
channels and transporters, two functions previously thought to require very different protein
architectures. Of the human CLCs, 4 are channels, and 5 are transporters. In addition, several
human CLCs are regulated by interaction partners, including barttin (ClC-Ka and ClC-Kb) (3),
GlialCAM (ClC-2) (4) and Ostm1 (ClC-7) (5). While the structures of two human CLCs have been
determined (ClC-1 and ClC-7) (6, 7), one including an interaction partner (ClC-7/Ostm1) (7),
several questions remain. Here I present an overview of the human CLCs, and the early stages
of a project to use cryo-EM to gain further structural insights into these important proteins.
Questions this project will aim to address are both of a general nature, such as delineating the
minimal structural differences between a channel and a transporter, but also specifics, like
the structural effects of GlialCAM on ClC-2, as it is the only known interaction partner that is
not required for function.
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AdaptoCell: Microfluidics at MAX IV Laboratory
Anna Fornell, Yang Chen, Monika Bjelcic, Pushparani Micheal Raj, Laurent Barbe*, Ross
Friel**, Maria Tenje*, Ann Terry and Kajsa G. V. Sigfridsson Clauss
MAX IV Laboratory Lund University, *Uppsala University, **Halmstad University

The AdaptoCell project at MAX IV has developed a microfluidic sample delivery platform for
academic and industrial users to enable studies of protein samples in solution and in micro
crystals under flow. The platform is compatible with various X-ray techniques and has so far
been integrated onto two beamlines at MAX IV: the CoSAXS beamline for small angle X-ray
scattering studies and the Balder beamline for X-ray absorption spectroscopy studies. Initial
implementation of the platform for serial crystallography sample delivery is ongoing and will
be integrated onto the BioMAX and MicroMAX beamlines once commissioned. With this
platform we aim to meet the demand from our user community for studying proteins at
physiologically relevant temperatures and give the ability to follow dynamical processes in situ
as well as decreasing sample volumes and radiation damage.
To determine the optimized flow rates and components for mixing etc. using different
microfluidic chips, a dedicated off(beam)line test station with a microscope has been
established at the Biolab. The Biolab also provides a number of characterization techniques,
such as Dynamic Light Scattering, UV-Vis spectrophotometry, for quality control of the
samples; as well as an anaerobic chamber for preparation and characterization of
metalloproteins. The microfluidic flows are controlled via syringe pumps or a pressure-driven
system. Channel design varies, depending on the needs of the experiment, from straight
channel, cross-junction to herringbone micromixers etc. On-chip mixing of buffers with
different viscosity, pH, ion strength and protein concentrations has been demonstrated
successful and will be presented.

Biochemical evaluation of Pseudomonas aeruginosa Exoenzyme T
activity on targets that regulate the cytoskeleton of infected cells
Carmen Ebenwaldner1, Peter Hornyak2, Archimede Torretta1, Antonio Ginés García Saura1
and Herwig Schüler1,2
1Dept. of Chemistry, CMPS, Lund University, Lund

Dept. of Biosciences, Karolinska Institutet, Huddinge
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ADP-ribosylation is a post-translational modification that is exploited by many pathogens to
manipulate the host cell environment in order to facilitate the pathogen’s entry, spread, and
evasion from the host immune system. The ADP-ribosyltransferase toxin AexT is an exotoxin
injected into the cytoplasm via a type III secretion mechanism. It is comprised of a GTPaseactivating (GAP) domain and an ADP-ribosylating (ART) domain. AexT has been found to
manipulate the host cytoskeleton indirectly via its GTPase-activating activity as well as directly
through the ADP-ribosylation of actin.
Due to the high similarity between AexT and the Pseudomonas Exotoxin T (ExoT), we set out
to biochemically characterize and thus evaluate the ability of both exotoxins to ADP-ribosylate
various substrates that are – when modified - known to trigger the breakdown of the
cytoskeleton of infected cells.
Using enzymology, we observed that the full-length toxins exhibit higher processing rates than
the individual catalytic domains. We identified target substrates utilizing protein overlay
assays and could demonstrate that known ExoT targets are also modified by AexT. Together
with in vitro actin polymerization assays, we found actin to be a previously unidentified target
of ExoT. Those findings are very likely to explain the GAP domain-independent cell rounding
phenotype of cells infected by Pseudomonas aeruginosa and show that the ART-domain has a
direct influence on the cytoskeleton.
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Hydrogen/Deuterium Exchange Mass Spectrometry as an
infrastructure service
Lotta Happonen*;**,*** and Simon Ekström**,***
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Biological Mass Spectrometry (BioMS), Lund University, Lund, Sweden., *** Structural Proteomics, SciLifeLab
Integrated Structural Biology platform, Lund, Sweden.

HDX-MS is a very powerful technique for probing a protein’s higher order structure, e.g.
protein conformation, dynamics, and interactions. The technique is based on the intrinsic
exchange of backbone amide hydrogen to deuterium, this exchange results in a mass increase
that can be detected by MS, figure 1. The technology is seeing ever increased use both in
academia and the bio-pharmaceutical industry, were HDX MS is widely utilized for analysis of
batch-to-batch reproducibility, protein stability and epitope mapping.
Here we will provide a brief overview of the technology, it’s advantages and disadvantages as
well as the complementarity with other methods, e.g. HDX-MS does not give information
about the shape but is very sensitive to conformational changes.
We provide HDX-MS analysis as a service through the SciLifeLab, Integrated Structural Biology
platform (ISB) and BioMS infrastructure at subsidized cost on an equal opportunity basis.
Examples from published user projects covering; protein dynamics(1), protein-small ligand
interaction(2), epitope mapping(3) and protein-RNA interaction(4), will be presented.
.

Figure 1 ---- Bottom-up, continuous uptake, proteolytic fragmentation HDX-MS experiment
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The Deuteration and Macromolecular Crystallization Platform at the
European Spallation Source.
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Neutron techniques, such as small angle neutron scattering (SANS), reflectometry (NR),
protein crystallography (NPX), benefit from the usage of deuterated molecules. NPX also
requires large protein crystals of partially or fully deuterium-labeled proteins. To support
current and future neutron users, the Deuteration and Macromolecular Crystallization
Platform (DEMAX) is developing and optimizing methods for chemical and biological
deuteration, as well as crystallization in order to meet this need. DEMAX has dedicated
chemistry, biology, and crystallization laboratories to enable the production of deuterated
molecules, such as lipids, DNA, surfactants, proteins, detergents etc. The group also has the
ability to establish and optimize efficient crystallization conditions for deuterated and
nondeuterated proteins. Through regular beamtime access at MAX IV, we offer our users
room temperature X-ray data collection on their protein crystals.

Atomic details of ATP-dependent protease FtsH function studied by
solution NMR spectroscopy
Hannah Fremlén, Björn M. Burmann
Department of Chemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Gothenburg, Wallenberg
Centre for Molecular and Translational Medicine

FtsH is an essential ATP-dependent protease in Escherichia coli (E. coli) responsible for
degradation of unfolded or aggregated proteins as a part of the protein quality control
machinery. It is an integral membrane protein anchored to the inner membrane of the
bacterial cell where it forms large complexes with other membrane proteins such as QmcA
and HflkC. FtsH is a metalloprotease dependent on stimulation of zinc at the active site for
proteolytic activity. Substrates of FtsH include both membrane-bound proteins as well as
cytosolic proteins [1]. No common substrate recognition motif is established and the degron
can be located at either terminus or at internal sites of the substrate. The most important
function of FtsH is the degradation of LpxC which is responsible for regulation of
lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis [2]. FtsH assembles into a homohexamer with a ring-like
structure where each monomer is identical. Each monomer includes a periplasmic N-terminal
region of approximately 70 amino acids and a large C-terminal cytoplasmic region,
approximately 520 amino acids, which are anchored to the membrane by 12 transmembrane
helices. The cytoplasmic region constitutes the ATPase domain, responsible for substrate
unfolding and translocation, and the protease domain, which exhibits the proteolytic activity
[3]. The active sites are localized in the center of the ring-shaped domains and substrates can
only enter through a narrow pore. [4]. Although FtsH plays a vital role in E. coli and possibly
could act as a novel antibiotic target, still, very little is known of the detailed structure,
substrate recognition and mechanism of action. To gain further insight into this membrane
protease we are studying the structure and the dynamic properties of FtsH at an atomic level
using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques.
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PARP10 Multi-site Auto- and Histone MARylation Visualized by
Acid-Urea Gel Electrophoresis
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PARP-family ADP-ribosyltransferases function in various signaling pathways, predominantly in
the nucleus and cytosol. Although PARP inhibitors have been in clinical practice for cancer
therapy for years, the enzymatic activities and physiological roles of individual PARP family
members, especially those of the mono-PARPs (mono-ADP-ribosyltransferases), are yet
insufficiently understood.
We studied PARP10, a mono-PARP and potential drug target in cancer therapy. Using acidurea gel electrophoresis, we found that the isolated catalytic domain of PARP10 auto-ADPribosylates (MARylates) at eight or more acceptor residues. We isolated individual species
with either singular or several modifications and analyzed them by mass spectrometry. The
results confirmed multi-site MARylation in random order and identified four major acceptor
residues in the catalytic domain; glutamic acids 825 and 882, arginine 855 and serine 857.
Mutagenesis of singular acceptor residues had minor to medium impact on the overall autoMARylation activities but no effect on the trans-MARylation of histone H3.1.
Together, our results suggest that PARP10 automodification may have functions in the
regulation of intramolecular or partner binding events, rather than of its enzymatic catalysis1.
This contributes to a better understanding of PARP10 functions, and in the long run, to gauging
the consequences of PARP inhibitor actions.
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Simple solutions to serial synchrotron crystallography using
goniometer- compatible 3D- printed devices
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Serial crystallography (SX) is a method in structural biology developed for X-ray diffraction
studies that facilitates visualization of macromolecular structures at physiologically relevant
conditions. Via SX, biological reactions can be initiated in microcrystals and time-resolved
diffraction could be used to study structural changes during enzyme catalysis. One of the largest
barriers to increased use of serial crystallography is the lack of standardization of sample
delivery systems. In this report, we present prototypes of flow-cells and fixed-target platforms
for serial synchrotron crystallography (SSX) that could be mounted on a standard goniometer
magnet of almost all protein crystallography beamlines around the world. As a proof-ofprinciple, we have validated these devices at the Swedish synchrotron (MAXIV) and
determined structures of bacterial membrane proteins such as cytochrome c oxidase (ba3-type
CcO) at 2.3Å and photosynthetic reaction center (BvRC) at 2.8Å. The devices presented here
are simple, cost-effective and efficient platforms that could lower the barrier for non-expert
users utilizing SSX. Due to the ease of utilizing these methods, we are currently working on
development and commercialization of these technologies to synchrotron users for routine SSX
studies.

FusB-type resistance to fusidic acid, a factor-assisted mechanism of
antibiotic resistance
Adrián González-López, Daniel Larsson and Maria Selmer
Department of Cell and Molecular Biology, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden

Antibiotic resistance is commonly mediated by efflux pumps, mutations or modifications of
the target, degradation or modification of the drug, or factor-assisted protection. Factorassisted protection mechanisms involve the expression of a protein that interacts with the
target of the antibiotic and provide resistance without direct interaction with the drug. These
mechanisms are the least understood and only a few have been identified. One such
mechanism is FusB-type resistance to fusidic acid.
Fusidic acid is an antibiotic effective mainly against gram-positive bacteria and it is commonly
used against Staphylococcus aureus infections. Fusidic acid stalls protein synthesis by binding
to elongation factor G (EF-G) after translocation and prevents its release from the ribosome.
FusB-type resistance to fusidic acid is mediated by the expression of FusB, a 25 kDa protein
that binds with high affinity to EF-G (1). Crystal structures are available of FusB (2) and EF-G
(3). Additionally, a recent NMR study showed that binding of FusB to a truncated version of
EF-G leads to increased flexibility of domain III of EF-G (4). However, many aspects of the
resistance mechanism are still unclear.
In this project, we aim to clarify the detailed mechanism of FusB-mediated release of EF-G
from the fusidic-acid locked ribosomes. Our data from cryo-EM, small-angle X-ray scattering,
and limited proteolysis support a mechanism where FusB increases the flexibility of domain III
of EF-G.
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Protein Characterization, Crystallization and Structure
Determination at the Lund Protein Production Platform
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Lund Protein Production Platform (LP3, www.lu.se/lp3) is a cross-faculty expert center and
user facility of Lund University (LU). As such, we provide services and make equipment
available in the areas of recombinant protein production, crystallization, biophysical
characterization, and structure determination. LP3 also acts as the LU node of a new national
distributed research infrastructure for protein production, Protein Production Sweden (PPS,
www.gu.se/pps), and is one part of MAX IV FragMAX platform for X-ray aided fragment
screening (https://www.maxiv.lu.se/fragmax/). In addition, LP3 provides the laboratories for
the biological part of the Deuteration and Macromolecular Crystallization (DEMAX,
https://europeanspallationsource.se/science-support-systems/demax) platform of the
European Spallation Source ERIC (ESS) and closely collaborates with DEMAX. LP3 has an
attractive selection of automated equipment for crystallization experiments, among these the
Dragonfly and Mosquito (SPT Labtech), for optimization screen preparations and nanoliter
crystallization set ups, as well as Rigaku Minstrel Automatic Imaging System, for monitoring
experiments over time using both visible and UV light. LP3 also have a range of analytical
methods ready to evaluate the quality of your protein sample, or alternatively improve your
sample’s formulation for increased stability, including the Omnisec (Malvern Panalytical) (for
measuring absolute molecular weight and sample composition) and the Prometheus
(Nanotemper), for temperature stability evaluation. On top of all this, LP3 can also offer
harvesting and testing of your crystals at BioMAX (MAX IV), and assisting in data processing
and structure determination. Our aim is to give our users custom-made solutions to match
their needs in order to help them move forward in their research.
For more information and access to protein characterization, crystallization and structure
determination: https://www.lp3.lu.se/protein-crystallisation-and-characterisation

Structural determination of Mycobacterium tuberculosis and
Rhodococcus erythropolis mycothiol disulphide reductases
Gutiérrez-Fernández, J., Hammerstad, M.*, Hersleth, H.P.*
Structural Biology Team, Norway Center for Molecular Medicine, University of Oslo, NO-0318 Oslo, Norway,
*Department of Biosciences, University of Oslo, Section for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, NO-0316 Oslo,
Norway

Low molecular thiols are involved in many processes in all organisms playing a protective role
against reactive oxygen, chlorine and electrophilic species, heavy metals, toxins and
antibiotics. Not only they maintain the reduced state of cytosolic proteins but also act as
cofactors of many oxidoreductases. This is the case of the mycothiol disulphide reductase
(Mtr), an oxidoreductase of Actinobacteria that is able to reduce mycothiol disulphide (MSSM)
to mycothiol (MSH) which could be oxidized again by reactive species, thus contributing to the
redox homeostasis. To catalyze the reduction of MSSM, Mtr oxidizes NADP+H+ into NADP+
through a flavin cofactor (FADH2 to FAD). In this work we aim to obtain high-resolution threedimensional structures of Mycobacterium tuberculosis and Rhodococcus erythropolis
mycothiol disulphide reductases (MtMtr and ReMtr respectively) to unveil their mechanism
of action, the binding of mycothiol disulphide and to analyze the increased affinity ReMtr
shows by certain additional substrates, such as the telluride oxyanion tellurite (TeO32-).

Aquaporin-5 interactions with CLIP2
Carl Johan Hagströmer*, Christine Delporte**, Susanna Törnroth-Horsefield*
*CMPS, Lund University, Sweden, ** LBNP, Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium

Aquaporin-5 (AQP5) is a membrane protein crucial to the regulation of water (in e.g. salivary
glands, sweat glands, and lungs), which has been shown, via proximity ligation assay (PLA),
to interact with CAP-Gly domain-containing linker protein 2 (CLIP2), a protein found to
associate with both microtubules and membrane organelles via two separate domains. No
studies have been published on the structure of CLIP2, but through initial in silico studies
using AlphaFold and RosettaDock, we engineered an approach for further in vitro studies of
this interaction via Microscale Thermophoresis (MST) and CryoEM. We propose that CLIP2
interacts with AQP5 by latching onto the C-terminal domain of AQP5 with its claw-like
domains, while simultaneously interacting with microtubules, potentially playing a role in
the transport and regulation of AQP5.

AQP5 (light blue) interacting with the “claw domains” of CLIP2 (wheat) via its C-terminal
helix, as per in silico results from AlphaFold and RosettaDock.

Structural basis for transthyretin amyloid formation
Irina Iakovleva, Michael Hall, Melanie Oelker, Linda Sandblad, Intissar Anan* and Elisabeth
Sauer-Eriksson
Dept. of Chemistry, Umeå University, *Dept. of Public Health and Clinical Medicine, Umeå University

Vitreous amyloidosis is a pathology characterized by accumulation of amyloid in the vitreous
body of eye. This condition affects up to 25% of patients with transthyretin (ATTR) amyloidosis.
We isolated and structurally characterized vitreous amyloid fibrils from a patient with the
Val30Met variant of ATTR (Iakovleva et al., Nat.Commun., 12, 2021). The fibrils consisted of up
to five-protofilaments illustrating the morphological versatility of vitreous ATTR amyloid. We
determined the 3.2 Å cryo-EM structure of the most prevalent one, the two-protofilament
fibril. In each protofilament, the ATTR proteins had re-organize themselves as flat discs that
stack perfectly onto each other. In each stack we could model two ATTR fragments, residues
Pro11-Lys35 and residues Gly57-Thr123.The protofilament interface was crossed-stabilized by
electrostatic interactions between His90 and Glu92. The fibril structures from the eye were
distinct from previously characterized heart fibrils, even though both have the same mutation
and type A fibril composition. Differences were observed at several structural levels: in the
number and arrangement of the protofilaments, and in the structure of the individual proteins
that form each layer of the protofilaments. Thus, this raise the question if ATTR fibrils are
organ-specific or if they are patient-specific.

Redox protection of pathogens by low molecular weight thiols
Marta Hammerstad, Ingvild Gudim, and Hans-Petter Hersleth
Department of Biosciences, University of Oslo, P.O.Box 1066 Blindern, NO-0316 Oslo, Norway

The growing antimicrobial resistance evolving among pathogens increases the need to search
for new antimicrobial targets, including enzymatic networks involved in the maintenance of a
pathogen’s redox homeostasis. Low G+C Gram-positive Firmicutes, such as the clinically
important pathogens Staphylococcus aureus and Bacillus cereus, use the low-molecular
weight (LMW) thiol bacillithiol (BSH) as a defense mechanism to buffer the intracellular redox
environment and counteract oxidative stress encountered by human neutrophils during
infections. The enzyme Bdr has recently been shown to function as an essential NADPHdependent reductase of oxidized bacillithiol disulfide (BSSB) resulting from stress responses
and is crucial in maintaining the reduced pool of BSH and cellular redox balance. In this work,
we present the first crystallographic structures of two Bdr enzymes. Our analyses reveal a
uniquely organized biological tetramer; however, the monomeric subunit has high structural
similarity to other flavoprotein disulfide reductases. The absence of a redox-active cysteine in
the vicinity of the FAD isoalloxazine ring implies a new direct disulfide reduction mechanism,
which is backed by the presence of a potentially gated channel, serving as a putative binding
site for BSSB in proximity to the FAD cofactor. We also report enzymatic activity for Bdrs from
S. aureus and B. cereus, which along with the structures provide important insight into a new
class of FAD-containing NADPH-dependent oxidoreductases, related to the emerging fight
against pathogenic bacteria [1].
[1] Hammerstad, M. et al. (2020) Biochemistry. 59, 4793-4798.

hnRNP G/RBMX enhances HPV16 E2 mRNA splicing through a novel
splicing enhancer and inhibits production of spliced E7 oncogene
mRNAs
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Naoko Kajitani and Stefan Schwartz
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Human papillomavirus type 16 (HPV16) E2 is an essential HPV16 protein. We have
investigated how HPV16 E2 expression is regulated and have identified a splicing enhancer
that is required for production of HPV16 E2 mRNAs. Mutational inactivation of the splicing
enhancer reduced splicing to E2-mRNA specific splice site SA2709 and resulted in increased
levels of unspliced E1-encoding mRNAs. The splicing enhancer sequence interacted with
cellular RNA binding protein hnRNP G that promoted splicing to SA2709 and enhanced E2
mRNA production. The splicingenhancing function of hnRNP G mapped to amino acids 236–
286 of hnRNP G that were also shown to interact with splicing factor U2AF65. The
interactions between hnRNP G and HPV16 E2 mRNAs and U2AF65 increased in response to
keratinocyte differentiation as well as by the induction of the DNA damage response (DDR).
The DDR reduced sumoylation of hnRNP G and pharmacological inhibition of sumoylation
enhanced HPV16 E2 mRNA splicing and interactions between hnRNP G and E2 mRNAs and
U2AF65. Intriguingly, hnRNP G also promoted intron retention of the HPV16 E6 coding
region thereby inhibiting production of spliced E7 oncogene mRNAs.

PPS – Protein production in Pichia Pastoris
Ulrika Lind & Kristina Hedfalk
Department of Chemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Gothenburg
Pichia pastoris is a methylotrophic yeast that is highly suitable for recombinant protein production,
mainly due to the expression from the very strong and inducible Alcohol Oxidase Promoter combined
with the capacity to grow to high cell densities. This host therefore gives the possibility to produce
large amounts of cells in a relatively small volume combined with a high production level per cell; an
ideal starting point for subsequent protein purification and also increased reproducibility since one
growth is enough for several rounds of purification. Since P. pastoris is a yeast species it is a simple
unicellular eukaryotic cell that is easy, fast, safe and non-expensive to grow with most posttranslational modifications possible. In conclusion, this yeast is highly suitable for production of
eukaryotic proteins where secretion and labelling are established procedures. High-level protein
production in P. pastoris has been practised in the Biochemistry research division at the University of
Gothenburg for more than 20 years, mainly driven by the research of Kristina Hedfalk. Over the years,
a wide variety of eukaryotic proteins have been produced for structural biology, biomaterial as well
as medical applications and yields over 100 mg/L have been achieved for integral membrane proteins.
Development activities in this area, for the wider use of the P. pastoris production system for various
applications, will be further pursued within PPS, where yeast ideally complements the host systems
provided, giving a complete portfolio for the infrastructure on the whole. Since P. pastoris has shown
to be well-suited for production of eukaryotic membrane proteins, the service will be developed to
include verification of membrane localization and detergent screens for solubilization and purification.
In the current research infrastructure at the Department of Chemistry and Molecular Biology,
University of Gothenburg, all instrumentation for the whole process from DNA design to growth and
purification is available. Reliable protocols for small-scale screening for high yielding clones and upscaled growth are established together with the common purification approaches for optimization for
individual targets.

Huang1,

Aquaporin 7 (AQP7): what's old and new?
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In contrast to orthodox aquaporins as water channels, AQP7 is a glycerol channel abundantly
expressed in human adipose tissue facilitating the glycerol efflux upon lipolytic signal.
Structural information of AQP7 has been raveled by X-ray crystallography, suggesting that
AQP7 forms tetramers as others AQPs and each monomer is a glycerol channel, however the
role of central pore formed by four monomers is still unclear yet. Additionally, the inhibitor of
AQPs is rarely studied although AQPs are physiologically important and relevant with cancers
development. Here we report an AQP7 cryo-EM structure at 2.55 Å resolution in the formation
of dimer of tetramers. And two tetramers adhere each other in a twisted way by extracellular
loop C. Well-defined densities are identified in the central pore and restricted by the leucine
filters. GC/MS analysis suggests glycerol-3-phosphate (Gro3P) presents in the protein sample
and is compatible with densities in the central cavity. Thus, we propose rationally that AQP7,
in addition to function as a glycerol channel, may serve as a junction protein. Furthermore,
glycerol presents in all eight monomers in the cryo-EM structure, but to a varied degree,
implying a dynamic glycerol channel. The channel is blocked structurally by AQP7 inhibitor,
presented from the complex structure of AQP7 and inhibitor determined by cryo-EM.
Interestingly, the inhibitor is coordinated by A91 and H92 in the glycerol channel, considerably
conserved in the AQP family, thus providing the possibility for the application of the inhibitor
into the other AQPs.

How does the iron-dependent regulator IdeR from
Saccharopolyspora erythraea recognize its DNA targets?
Linda Juniar, Francisco Javier Marcos-Torres, Dirk Maurer and Julia J. Griese
Department of Cell and Molecular Biology, Uppsala University

Transition metals such as manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper and zinc play essential roles
in cells as part of protein cofactors. Their concentrations must be tightly controlled, as an
excess amount can be toxic, while a deficiency leads to inactive enzymes. Bacterial genomes
generally encode a number of metal-sensing transcription factors with different metal
specificities. The iron-dependent regulator IdeR is the major transcription factor regulating
iron homeostasis in actinomycetes such as our model organism Saccharopolyspora erythraea,
a gram-positive soil bacterium that produces the antibiotic erythromycin. The IdeR target
sequence is found at 37 regions in the S. erythraea genome with different degrees of
conservation. The genes controlled by IdeR encode primarily iron uptake and iron storage
proteins. Although the IdeR family was discovered more than three decades ago, it has
remained unclear how IdeR recognizes its target sites in the genome. Transcription factors can
recognize their target sites through specific interactions with DNA bases (base readout), by
the sequence-dependent DNA shape (shape readout), or – as is most common – through a
combination of both mechanisms. Using X-ray crystallography, DNA-binding assays with
variations of the IdeR recognition sequence, and mutagenesis of IdeR, we showed that IdeR
recognizes its targets by their shape (1). Although IdeR interacts with DNA bases in the major
groove, surprisingly base readout does not contribute significantly to target recognition. We
are now further dissecting the DNA recognition mechanism of IdeR to address how it achieves
shape discrimination and which DNA shapes it recognizes. By introducing mismatches into the
recognition sequence, we have obtained the first indications that IdeR recognizes minor
groove width/deformability. Further mutagenesis of IdeR shows that interaction of the wing
of its winged helix-turn-helix DNA-binding motif with the minor groove of the DNA is required
to anchor IdeR to its target sites. Finally, the conformational heterogeneity of IdeR-DNA
complexes revealed by cryo-EM provides additional insights into how IdeR interacts with and
deforms DNA.

Shape
readout

Base
readout

1. Marcos-Torres,F.J., Maurer,D., Juniar,L. and Griese,J.J. (2021) The bacterial iron sensor
IdeR recognizes its DNA targets by indirect readout. Nucleic Acids Res, 49, 10120–10135.

Cell-Free Protein Synthesis at the Swedish NMR Centre
Ashish A. Kawale, Anders Pedersen, B. Göran Karlsson
Protein Production Sweden, Swedish NMR Centre, University of Gothenburg, Sweden

Cell-Free Protein Synthesis (CFPS) has been set up and used at the Swedish NMR Centre (SNC)
for protein production since 2007. Now, being an important part of the Protein Production
Sweden (PPS), a national-level research infrastructure aiming to produce superior quality
protein samples, the CFPS platform at the Swedish NMR Centre offers a versatile toolbox for
rapid and cost-effective in vitro protein synthesis.
The platform is capable of producing diverse types of protein samples (for e.g., soluble,
membrane-bound, toxic) from a plasmid template using isolated translation machinery from
bacterial (E. coli) extracts. NMR-optimized isotopic labelling for proteins through CFPS
protocol with subsequent NMR data acquisition and analysis is also available. Current efforts
are focused on the improvement of the current system as well as extending the CFPS
applications through optimized protocols using yeast and mammalian extracts.
The methodology is available to local and external researchers upon request through PPS
projects.

Cryo-EM structure of a fungal chimerolectin
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CCTX2 is a 89 kDa chimerolectin produced in the vegetative mycelium of the fungus
Coprinopsis cinerea (grey shag) and acting as defence protein against fungivorous nematodes
[1]. CCTX2 contains four ricin B chain-like lectin domains and a fifth domain, responsible of the
cytotoxic activity. The fifth domain displays a “RDQ motif”, a signature sequence found in PolyADP-Ribose Polymerases (PARPs). Accordingly, preliminary in vitro experiments suggest a
NAD-dependent self-ribosylating activity of CCTX2 [2]. However, the lack of significant
sequence conservation with other PARPs outside of the RDQ-motif and the unknown fold of
the fifth domain prevent the unambiguous identification of its enzymatic activity, or the full
understanding of the reaction mechanism. We have determined the structure of CCTX2 using
single particle cryo-EM. Our results shows the first high-resolution structure of CCTX2 as well
as complementary data on a cleaved version of the protein, possibly revealing a biologically
relevant intermediate. The structure of the fifth domain does not match any of the folds found
the in the PDB database and may constitute a completely new family of PARPs.
1.

2.

Plaza, D.F., Schmieder, S.S., Lipzen, A., Lindquist, E., and Künzler, M. (2015). Identification of a
novel nematotoxic protein by challenging the model mushroom Coprinopsis cinerea with a
fungivorous nematode. G3 (Bethesda) 6, 87-98.
Schmieder, S.S. (2015). The spatiotemporal regulation and mechanism of action of fungal
nematotoxic defense effectors. PhD thesis, doi: 10.3929/ethz-a-010607472.
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Chorismate mutase (CM) is the branch point enzyme of the shikimate pathway,
responsible for the biosynthesis of the aromatic amino acids L-Tyr and L-Phe in bacteria, fungi,
archaea, and plants. It converts chorismate to prephenate via a Claisen rearrangement.
Chorismate mutase is often found coupled to other enzymes in the pathway, either covalently
or non-covalently. Here I will present our most recent investigation on secreted CMs fused to
cyclohexadienyl dehydratase (CDT), the subsequent enzyme in the pathway, which catalyzes
the conversion of prephenate to phenylpyruvate. This reaction funnels the pathway towards
the biosynthesis of phenylalanine. I will focus on the structure-function relationship of the
CDT-CM fusion enzyme from Janthinobacterium sp. HH01, revealed by crystal and solution
structures complemented with molecular dynamics simulations and enzyme kinetics.

Figure 1. Chorismate mutase (CM) and cyclohexadienyl dehydratase (CDT) are two sequential
enzymes in the shikimate pathway. In several organisms, they form CDT-CM fusion enzymes.

CryoEM structure of botulinum neurotoxin-like protein from
Weissela oryzae in complex with its non-toxic non-hemagglutinin
partner
Sara Košenina*, Jana Škerlová*, Sicai Zhang**, Min Dong** and Pål Stenmark*
*Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Stockholm University, Sweden; ** Department of Urology,
Boston Children’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, USA;

Botulinum neurotoxins (BoNTs) are, to this date, the most potent toxins known to man. All
eight identified serotypes (A-G, X) have been shown to target mammals, by inhibiting the
release of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine and thus causing flaccid paralysis and eventually
death. BoNTs (150 kDa) are naturally expressed in a 300 kDa complex their non-toxic nonhemagglutinin (NTNH) partners (150 kDa), that protect the toxin from acidic environment and
proteases of the host’s guts. In recent years, several botulinum toxin-like proteins were
identified outside the clostridium genome, with the first of them being the botulinum toxinlike protein from Weissela oryzae (BoNT/Wo) [1]. Here we report the 2.98 Å cryoEM structure
of the BoNT/Wo-NTNH complex. BoNT/Wo-NTNH shares the compact interlocked core fold
that resembles a handshake and is common to other BoNT-NTNH complexes. Interestingly,
NTNH/Wo contains two additional bacterial Ig-like (Big) domains that are novel to such
complexes and might be involved in adhesion to the epithelial cells in the gut or airway and in
the process of toxin delivery to the neuromuscular junction. Moreover, a highly conserved
disulphide bond, important for toxin activation is absent in BoNT/Wo and the activation loop
is significantly shorter, indicating this BoNT-like protein either does not translocate and
release the LC in the cytosol or utilizes a different mechanism for that. Furthermore, the
translocation domain belt dives deep into the active site and takes part in tetrahedral
coordination of the zinc ion, that is crucial for catalytic activity. The observed structural
information will be important in establishing the substrate profile of BoNT/Wo with regards
to novel target species and understanding of BoNT evolution.

Figure 1: CryoEM structure of BoNT/Wo (purple) in complex with its NTNH partner (pink).
1. Mansfield, M. J., Adams, J. B. & Doxey, A. C. (2015) Botulinum neurotoxin homologs in non-Clostridium species, FEBS Lett.
589, 342-8.

Structural studies of botulinum neurotoxin B in complex with its
non-toxic non-hemagglutinin partner protein
Ajda Krc*, Sara Kosenina* and Pål Stenmark*
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Botulinum neurotoxins are fascinating killing machines, recognized to be the most poisonous
proteins known to men. They are naturally produced in complex with other proteins, forming
so-called progenitor toxin complex (PTC). This enables the toxin to pass through the
gastrointestinal tract intact before it enters general circulation and acts at the peripheral
nerve terminals by inhibiting the neurotransmitter release, causing flaccid paralysis and
eventually death by respiratory system collapse. Botulinum neurotoxin serotype B (BoNT/B)
is currently used in clinic in treating cervical dystonia. It is injected in complex with its 140 kDa
non-toxic non-hemagglutinin (NTNH) partner protein from the same serotype forming
minimal PTC (M-PTC). Here, we present a structure of the BoNT/B -NTNH /B complex at 2.7 Å
resolution, solved through cryo-electron microscopy. NTNH/B is structurally very similar to
BoNT/B and therefore the heterodimer they from exhibits almost perfect symmetry. However,
NTNH/B also shares very low sequence identity with BoNT/B and lacks most crucial structural
features important for the toxin function – protease active site, ganglioside binding site and
protoxin activation cleavage site. Moreover, pH stability experiments show that complex
formation depends on pH environment, confirming protective function of the NTNH protein.
Collectively, our findings elucidate the structural and functional importance of NTNH/B
protein in complex with its neurotoxin and propose possible targets for the future pharmacokinetic improvements of the medically relevant products.

Protein production using the Baculovirus Expression Vector System
at Lund Protein Production Platform.
Ewa Krupinska, Anna Andersson Rasmussen, Heather Sullivan, Wolfgang Knecht
Lund Protein Production Platform (LP3), Lund, Sweden
lp3@biol.lu.se, www.lu.se/lp3

Lund Protein Production Platform (LP3, www.lu.se/lp3) is a cross-faculty expert center and user facility
of Lund University (LU). As such, we provide services and make equipment available in the areas of
recombinant protein production, crystallization, biophysical characterization, and structure
determination. LP3 also acts as the LU node of a new national research infrastructure for protein
production: Protein Production Sweden (PPS, www.gu.se/pps) and is one part of MAX IV FragMAX
platform for X-ray aided fragment screening (https://www.maxiv.lu.se/fragmax/). In addition, LP3
provides the laboratories for the biological part of the Deuteration and Macromolecular Crystallization
(DEMAX, https://europeanspallationsource.se/science-support-systems/demax) platform of the
European Spallation Source ERIC (ESS) and closely collaborates with DEMAX. The service facility is
integrated with research training and development of skills in experimental protein science for PhD
students and postdocs.
Within PPS, LP3 provides protein production using the Baculovirus Expression Vector System (BEVS)
to express cytosolic, membrane, and secreted proteins in insect cells from Spodoptera frugiperda (Sf9)
and Trichoplusia ni (Hi5). The BEVS is particularly successful in production of large proteins and protein
complexes, as well as GPCRs and can handle many post-translational modifications. In contrast to
mammalian cells and yeast cells as other eukaryotic expression systems, insect cells are very good for
production of mammalian cytosolic proteins, for example they are widely used for expression of
protein kinases, a major drug target class. Other important factors are the ease of culturing and
infecting insect cells (cost effective medium, no need for CO2 supply as for mammalian cells), the high
recombinant protein yields obtainable, and a majority of proteins produced in eukaryotic expression
systems and used for protein structure determination (deposited in PDB), have been produced in
insect cells.
A typical protein production project using the BEVS has the following steps:
A. Design and generation of the donor plasmid for the BEVS for the protein of interest (POI)
B. Bacmid generation for the POI using DH10EMBacY. [2]
C. Transfection of Sf9 cells with bacmid and generation of Baculovirus Infected Insect Cells (BIIC)
for expression of the POI. [3]
D. Test expressions using Sf9 and Hi5 cells to find the best conditions for expression of the POI
by varying multiplicity of infection (MOI) and time of harvest.
E. Large scale expression using the best conditions found in D.
F. Subsequent protein purification and quality control (Methods are depending on the POI).

1. Assenberg, R., et al., Curr Opin Struct Biol, 2013. 23(3): p. 393-402.
2. Stolt-Bergner, P., et al., J Struct Biol, 2018. 203(2): p. 71-80.
3. Wasilko, D.J., et al., Protein Expr Purif, 2009. 65(2): p. 122-32.

Cryo-EM Uppsala – Your Friendly Neighbourhood Cryo-EM Facility
Daniel S. D. Larsson
Cryo-EM Uppsala, Uppsala University, Box 596, 751 24 Uppsala, Sweden

Cryo-EM Uppsala offers the complete workflow for single particle cryo-EM analysis. The goal
is to service both new and experienced cryo-EM users at a conveniently located facility at the
Biomedical Center (BMC). We offer tailor-made solutions to all users, independent on
previous experience. A 200 kV Glacios electron microscope with an X-FEG, autoloader and a
Falcon III direct electron detector is available for efficient sample screening and/or data
collection. A local GPU cluster is accessible for on-the-fly image processing and 3D processing.

Cryo-EM Uppsala
Web: https://icm.uu.se/cryo-em
Email: cryoem-icm@uu.se
Director: Anna Sundborger-Lunna

Enterococcal PrgU provides additional regulation of pheromoneinducible conjugative plasmids
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Antibiotic resistance and nosocomial infections present major problems in the world, and they
are on the rise. One of the most clinically relevant issues is transferable resistance linked to
conjugative plasmids, which transfers DNA laterally through Type 4 Secretion Systems (T4SSs).
Here we focus on the regulation of the T4SS in the conjugative plasmid pCF10 from the Grampositive bacteria Enterococcus faecalis (E. faecalis). All the genes important for the T4SS in E.
faecalis pCF10 are under the regulation of one promoter named PQ. Conjugation in Gram-positive
bacteria in plasmid-containing donors are often induced by peptide sex pheromones produced
by recipient cells (1). However, a couple of years ago a new protein involved in the regulation of
pCF10 was found: PrgU. PrgU inhibits the transcription from the P Q promoter, and it has also
been indicated to be important for cell survival (2). The structure of PrgU is known and it has
been shown to contain a PUA-domain, which makes it likely to bind RNA-like structures (2). Upon
inspection of the prgQ operon, an intergenic region (IGR) is found between the first and second
gene on the operon. This IGR has been proposed to contain rRNA structural fold (3).
Here we show by combining biochemical assays such as EMSAs of PrgU binding to DNA and RNA,
in vivo experiments, and single-cell fluorescence that PrgU binds to the IGR after the PQ
promotor. By doing so it terminates transcription of the operon, causing the T4SS protein levels
to decrease as compared to a system where PrgU has been deleted. Deleting PrgU causes pCF10
containing cells to produce higher mRNA levels of the entire operon, as observed by increases in
both the prgB and prgG transcripts (early and late part of the operon, respectively). We propose
that PrgU functions as a regulatory protein in order to keep the production of the virulence factor
PrgB within acceptable limits, as too many copies of PrgB are lethal to the cell.

References
1 Dunny GM, Berntsson RPA (2016) J Bacteriol 198(11): 1556-1562.
2 Bhatty M, Camacho MI, Gonzalez-Rivera C, Frank KL, Dale JL, Manias DA, et al. (2017) Mol
Microbiol 103(3): 398-412.
3 Bensing BA, Dunny GM (1997) Mol Microbiol 24(2): 295-308.
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Elucidating the functional details of the human mitochondrial HtrA2
serine protease
Jens Lidman, Emelie Aspholm, Björn M. Burmann
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Wallenberg Centre for Molecular and Translational Medicine

HtrA2 (High temperature requirement protein A2) or Omi is a mitochondrial serine protease
of the HtrA family found in all kingdoms of life1. HtrA2 resides in the inner mitochondrial
membrane where it exerts its role in protein quality control. Upon pro-apoptotic stimuli,
HtrA2 is released from the membrane and into the cytosol through cleavage of its
transmembrane domain, where it works as a pro-apoptotic factor by interaction with inhibitor
of apoptosis (IAP) proteins such as XIAP2. HtrA2 has been implicated in a number of
neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s disease as well as
several different cancer types1,3–6. Due to its importance in protein quality control and its
connection to several severe human diseases, HtrA2 is an important target of study. However,
the functional cycle, interaction partners as well as the regulation of HtrA2 remain mostly
elusive. To decipher the functional details of the HtrA2-protease we characterized the
structure and dynamical properties of human HtrA2 by using various high-resolution nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy techniques. By using the divide-and-conquer
approach combined with methyl labelling we were able to study HtrA2 and its separate
domains in detail. We further show that divalent metal ions can both positively and negatively
modulate the activity of HtrA2, leading to a refined model of HtrA2 regulation within the
apoptotic pathway.

1. Vande Walle, L., Lamkanfi, M. & Vandenabeele, P. The mitochondrial serine protease
HtrA2/Omi: An overview. Cell Death Differ. 15, 453–460 (2008).
2. Suzuki, Y. et al. A serine protease, HtrA2, is released from the mitochondria and interacts
with XIAP, inducing cell death. Mol. Cell 8, 613–621 (2001).
3. Strauss, K. M. et al. Loss of function mutations in the gene encoding Omi/HtrA2 in
Parkinson’s disease. Hum. Mol. Genet. 14, 2099–2111 (2005).
4. Park, H. J. et al. β-Amyloid precursor protein is a direct cleavage target of HtrA2 serine
protease: Implications for the physiological function of HtrA2 in the mitochondria. J. Biol.
Chem. 281, 34277–34287 (2006).
5. Huttunen, H. J. et al. HtrA2 regulates β-amyloid precursor protein (APP) metabolism
through endoplasmic reticulum-associated degradation. J. Biol. Chem. 282, 28285–28295
(2007).
6. Narkiewicz, J. et al. Changes in mRNA and protein levels of human HtrA1, HtrA2 and HtrA3
in ovarian cancer. Clin. Biochem. 41, 561–569 (2008).

Strategies for solubility and metastability investigation of the
amyloid beta peptide
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Proteins that can form amyloid fibrils have been extensively studied in the last decades,
mainly due to their involvement in prevalent diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
However, the primary focus has been on the kinetic and structural aspects of these fibrils,
while the solubility of the involved proteins remains comparatively understudied. Increased
insight into the solubility of these proteins could be important both for therapeutic and
materials science aspects.1
Investigating the solubility of amyloid beta (whose aggregation is a major hallmark of AD 2),
however, is not easy. The high metastability of monomers at concentrations slightly above
solubility3, prevents the classical approach of adding solute until precipitation for solubility
determination. Instead, a large excess of protein needs to be added to overcome nucleation
barriers and reach an apparent equilibrium, then solubility can be estimated by quantifying
the amount of monomers in solution1,4, see figure 1. Unfortunately this approach also has it’s
problems, such as: strong adsorption of Aβ to surfaces5,6, separation of monomers from
fibrils7,8 and monomer quantification9.
To facilitate the study of amyloid solubilities and
metastability, we are evaluating different methods
for reaching equilibrium (e.g. seeding & shaking),
separating monomers from fibrils (e.g. filtering &
centrifugation) and quantifying those monomers
(e.g. fluorescent amine-reactive molecules). The
solubilty of Aβm1-40 has been successfully
determined in our group3 and we have preliminary
results for Aβm1-42.
Figure 1: Schematic illustration of how
the metastable monomer regime (red)
approaches solubility (dotted line) over
time, until at infinity, it dissappears.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Structural basis of [2Fe-2S] cluster Export by Mitochondrial Atm1
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In eukaryotes, iron-sulfur clusters are essential cofactors for numerous physiological
processes, these clusters are primarily biosynthesized in mitochondria. Previous studies
suggest mitochondrial ABCB7-type exporters are involved in maturation of cytosolic ironsulfur proteins. However, the molecular mechanism for how the clusters are translocated
from mitochondria remains elusive. Here, we report a series of cryo-EM structures of a
eukaryotic homolog of human ABCB7, CtAtm1, determined at average resolutions ranging
from 2.8-3.2Å, complemented by functional characterization and molecular docking. We
demonstrate that CtAtm1 accepts delivery from glutathione-complexed iron-sulfur clusters. A
partially occluded state links cargo-binding to residues at the mitochondrial matrix interface
that line a positively-charged cavity. The binding region becomes internalized and is partially
divided in the fully occluded state, compatible with transport of a cluster or intermediate.
Collectively, our findings offer fundamentally new insights into the transport mechanism of
eukaryotic ABCB7-type proteins.

Leighton, J. & Schatz, G. An ABC transporter in the mitochondrial inner membrane is
required for normal growth of yeast. EMBO J 14, 188-195 (1995).
Burke, M. A. & Ardehali, H. Mitochondrial ATP-binding cassette proteins. Transl Res 150, 7380, (2007).
Qi, W., Li, J. & Cowan, J. A. A structural model for glutathione-complexed iron-sulfur cluster
as a substrate for ABCB7-type transporters. Chem. Commun. 50, 3795-3798, (2014).
Li, J. & Cowan, J. A. Glutathione-coordinated [2Fe-2S] cluster: a viable physiological substrate
for mitochondrial ABCB7 transport. Chem. Commun. 51, 2253-2255, (2015).

Use of NMR for identification of a potential inhibitor of the FIV p24
capsid protein and characterization of its binding site
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Feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) is a veterinary infective agent for which there is currently
no efficient drug available. FIV leads to the development of an immunodeficiency syndrome
in wild species as well as in domestic cats [1], similar to AIDS, induced by the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Drugs targeting the lentivirus capsid are currently under
development for the treatment of HIV-1 but showed little to no efficiency [2] and thus,
effective drugs remain to be developed. Here we describe a lead compound that interacts with
the FIV capsid [3]. This compound, 696, modulates the in vitro assembly of the capsid and
stabilizes the assembled capsid protein. To decipher the mechanism of binding of this
compound to the protein, we performed the first nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
assignment of the FIV p24 capsid protein. Experimental NMR chemical shift perturbations
(CSPs) observed after the addition of 696 enabled the characterization of a specific binding
site for 696 on p24. This site was further analyzed by molecular modeling of the
protein:compound interaction, demonstrating a strong similarity with the binding sites of
existing drugs targeting the HIV-1 capsid protein. Moreover, this binding revealed the
importance of the flexibility of protein for the need of the binding especially when compared
to the HIV-1 capsid protein [4]. Taken together, we characterized a promising capsidinteracting compound with a low cost of synthesis, for which derivatives could lead to the
development of efficient treatments. More generally, our strategy combining the NMR
assignment of FIV p24 with NMR CSPs and molecular modeling will be useful for the analysis
of future compounds targeting p24 in the quest to identify an efficient treatment for FIV.
[1] Seroprevalence and Genomic Divergence of Circulating Strains of Feline Immunodeficiency
Virus among Felidae and Hyaenidae Species, Toryer J., Pecon-Slattery J. et al., 2005, J. Virol.
79, 8282−8294.
[2] The Comparative Value of Feline Virology Research: Can Findings from the Feline Lentiviral
Vaccine Be Translated to Humans? Hosie M. J., Techakriengkrai N., et al., 2017, Vet. Sci. 4, 7
[3] Identification of a Potential Inhibitor of the FIV p24 Capsid Protein and Characterization of
Its Binding Site, Long M., Cantrelle F.X. et al., 2021, Biochemistry, 60(24):1896-1908
[4] Review and Perspectives on the Structure–Function Relationships of the Gag Subunits of
Feline Immunodeficiency Virus, Long M., Toesca J. and Guillon C., 2021, Pathogens, 10(11):
1502.

Inward-open structure and functional analysis of a Zn-transporting
P-type ATPase illuminate ion uptake and regulation principles
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Zinc is essential and yet toxic at elevated levels, leaving maintained homeostasis of this ion
vital for the survival of all organisms from bacteria to man. Transition metal transporting Ptype (PIB-) ATPase proteins are critical for this balance but remain poorly understood at the
molecular level. In particular, structural information on PIB-ATPases is limited to outwardfacing states coupled to metal-release, and hence ion uptake, ion binding, transport and
regulation mechanisms remain elusive. Here, we present an inward-open structure of a zincspecific PIB-type ATPase, determined at 3.6 Å resolution, complemented by functional
analysis. Contrasting the available uptake model, the structure reveals an electronegatively
charged uptake region that exposes a metal binding cysteine of the invariant CPC-motif.
Unexpectedly, the N-terminal tail harboring two so-called heavy metal binding domains,
HMBD1 and HMBD2, with an elusive functional role was not visible in the generated electron
density maps. Instead, biochemical analysis suggests HMBD2 serves as a metal-sensitive
sensor that releases auto-inhibition caused by HMBD1 at augmented intracellular metal
levels. Metal-uptake is likely assisted by a histidine-rich stretch following HMBD2 that donates
ions to the CPC metal binding site. Consequently, an intricate interplay between the regulatory
and ion-providing N-terminus and the ATPase core is present that serves to prevent cellular
metal toxicity. Collectively, our findings shed critically new light on the regulation and
transport mechanism of PIB-ATPases, information that will likely be valuable not only for basic
science but also for translational applications, such as for zinc enrichment of crops or for
decontamination of heavy-metal polluted soils.

Structural basis of virulence regulation in Listeria Monocytogenes
Natalia Mojica, Michael Hall, Tobias Hainzl and Elisabeth Sauer-Eriksson
Department of Chemistry, Umeå University

The intracellular pathogen Listeria monocytogenes is responsible for one of the most severe
foodborne diseases in humans. In order to invade and survive inside the host, Listeria
produces various virulence genes whose expression is regulated by the transcription factor
PrfA (positive regulatory factor A)1. To ensure that virulence genes are transcribed only when
necessary, it is essential that the bacterium modulates PrfA’s activity. This is controlled by
different environmental cues, including temperature, pH, redox environment, presence of
sugars, peptides, and fatty acids; however, the molecular mechanism of PrfA activation by
some of these factors is not yet well understood. This project uses X-ray crystallography in
combination with other structural biology techniques and biochemical assays to elucidate how
PrfA is regulated by different environmental signals.
Currently, our focus is on understanding how fatty acids inactivate PrfA, since they have been
shown to interfere with PrfA’s ability to bind to DNA promoters2. We are also interested in
investigating the interaction of PrfA with glutathione, the main redox regulator in eukaryotes,
as it may not only work as an allosteric activator3 but could also play other roles in PrfA
regulation. This work will increase our understanding of virulence regulation in a deathly
pathogen and will contribute to the development of alternative therapeutic strategies against
Listeria infections.
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X-ray and neutron studies of a bacterial colonization factor
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Many pathogenic bacteria require colonization factors for survival in the environment and
attachment to their host. In this work, our focus is on N-acetylglucosamine binding protein A
(GbpA) from Vibrio cholerae, which binds to multiple surfaces1 and provides the bacteria with
energy by degrading crystalline chitin with its lytic polysaccharide monooxygenase (LPMO)
activity2. Although there is abundant structural information on GbpA3, many questions
regarding its structure-function relationship remain unanswered. We are using a combination
of X-ray and neutron scattering techniques, together with quantitative binding studies, to fully
resolve the molecular mechanisms of GbpA. Here, I will focus on the characterization of the
LPMO domain of GbpA by X-ray and neutron crystallography.
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Regulation of Myc-Max DNA binding in cancer
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Myc proteins are multifunctional, as they play a role in cell cycle progression, apoptosis, and
cellular transformation processes. Myc proteins act as a universal upregulator of gene
expression, except early genes in cells. Deregulated Myc proteins lead to an unregulated
expression of many genes that results for transforming normal cell to cancer cell (Meyer and
Penn 2008). Thus, Myc proteins are strongly considered as a promising target for anti-cancer
drugs. These proteins belong to the Myc family of transcription factors and comprises a large
intrinsically disordered region, comprising conserved so called Myc Box (MB0 – IV) regions and
a bHLHzip DNA-binding motif (basic helix-loop-helix and leucine zipper motif). These regions
play an important role in Myc interactions with DNA and other transcription factors. Our
research mainly focuses on the understanding of the interactions between Myc and its
interaction partner proteins like Max. Myc-Max heterodimer assembly is known to play a
central hub in cellular growth control. Uncontrolled Myc expression disturbs the finely tuned
balance of cell growth regulation, which turns the Myc-MaxMax heterodimer into an
oncoprotein multimodular platform and acts a key contributor to the development of
numerous cancers.
In this work, we present the structure envelope of extended MYC(MBIV)-MAX and MAX-MAX
dimers in complex with DNA, as described by small angle scattering methods, SAXS and SANS.
Existing crystal structures of Myc-Max and Max-Max dimers only included the bHLHzip DNAbinding motif without flanking regulatory regions. Our group has previously shown by CD that
flanking regions of the Max bHLHZip core significantly add helical propensity to the dimer fold
(Pursglove 2004). We were interested to see whether including the MYC-MBIV region cterminal to the bHLHzip motif would affect DNA affinity and the structural envelope of the
MYC-MAX complex. To achieve our aims, we have established the expression and the
purification platforms for the Myc and Max proteins. Further we have developed the
biochemical and biophysical (SEC-MALS, ITC, MST, DSF, and DLS) characterization of the
tertiary complexes, which is a prerequisite for achieving our aims. Jointly, this work has now
led to the first description of the extended MYC(MBIV)-MAX-DNA complex using SANS
experimental data and computational modeling, which we will present here.
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In vitro phosphorylation of the intrinsically disordered N-terminus
(TAD) of c-Myc using different serine-threonine kinases
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Linköping, Sweden.
Phosphorylation is an essential posttranslational modification (PTM) altering the regulation
of many critical proteins involved in several cellular processes such as protein synthesis, cell
growth, cell division, signal transduction and protein degradation (Ardito F, Int J Mol Med
2017). The Myelocytomatosis proto-oncogene transcription factor (Myc) is a master gene
regulator associated with several normal cellular processes, but its overexpression in many
human cancers is often associated with poor prognosis (D’Cruz CM, Net Med 2001).
Phosphorylation of c-Myc is thought to play a critical role in regulating the cellular stability of
this protein by triggering the recognition event of the ubiquitin proteasome pathway (Yada
M, EMBO J 2004). The conserved residues T58 and S62 within the conserved Myc box I, in
the intrinsically disordered N-terminus (TAD) of c-Myc are essential for this regulation and
mutation in this region is frequently reported in human lymphoma particularly in Burkitt’s
lymphoma (Bahram F, Blood 2000)
In this project we aimed to produce sufficient amount of Myc to investigate the mono-and
di-phosphorylation c-Myc (1-88) TAD region in vitro at two specific sites (T58 and S62) using
several serine-threonine kinases. The phosphorylation was confirmed by both mass
spectrometry (MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR).
We report that the in vitro phosphorylation of Thr-58 is dependent on the prephosphorylation of Ser-62 (Lutterbach B, Mol. Cell. Biol. 1994), so a sequential multistep
phosphorylation with CDK2/cyclin A and GSK3ß was required for the di-phosphorylation of
Myc at T58 and S62. The kinases CDK2/cyclin A alone was capable for mono-phosphorylation
of S62 while GSK3ß alone was not efficient for the mono-phosphorylation of T58. The NMR
also revealed slight structural and dynamical differences between the different
phosphorylated myc fragments
The result confirms the successful phosphorylation of c-Myc TAD region in vitro, which will
enable future studies of the potentially effects of phosphorylation on the structure and
dynamic of c-Myc in interactions with other molecules.

Investigating biological samples using X-ray spectroscopy at the
Balder beamline at MAX IV
Susan Nehzati & Kajsa G. V Sigfridsson Clauss
MAX IV Laboratory, Lund University

Metals play a critical role in many areas in the life sciences. On the one hand they are
functionally important cofactors in essential metalloenzymes, yet on the other hand they can
be extremely toxic in certain chemical forms. Using X-ray absorption and emission
spectroscopy (XAS and XES), we investigate the local atomic and electronic structure of metals
to better understand their activity in all forms of matter. The Balder beamline (1) at MAX IV is
an XAS and XES instrument with tools to provide the means to investigate the rich chemistry
of all elements on the periodical table, starting from titanium and above. We offer specialized
sample environments that are often necessary to protect delicate biological samples from the
high intensity X-ray beam. To minimize X-ray induced damage, we can i) remove water from
the samples (lyophilize); ii) investigate on frozen samples using a 10 K closed-cycle cryostat;
or iii) measure on fresh samples using microfluidic flow cells (AdaptoCell). Example
measurements of different biological samples and experiments measured at Balder will be
presented on the poster.
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Endo-1,4-β-Glucanase Cel45A from Mytilus edulis: crystal structure
and enzyme activity comparison with GH45 subfamily A, B and C
members
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Cel45A from Blue Mussel Mytilus edulis (MeCel45A) is a β-1,4-D-endoglucanase that belongs
to subfamily B of glycoside hydrolase family 45 (GH45) enzymes. It is a single domain protein
with a six-stranded double- ψ β-barrel (DPBB) fold.
GH45 enzymes share a conserved DPBB also known as GH45-like domain in their structure.
These enzymes hydrolyze β(1→4) linkages in soluble betaglucans via an inverting action
mechanism. This mechanism utilizes one amino acid residue as a general acid that protonates
the glycosidic oxygen and another residue as a general base that activates a water molecule
which in turn hydrolyzes the glycosidic bond. The catalytic acid residue (aspartic acid) is
conserved in the catalytic center motif of the DPBB domain not only in GH45 enzymes but also
in expansins and their homologues (loosenins, swollenins)1. In GH45 subfamily A and B, an
additional aspartic acid at the catalytic center acts as catalytic base in the inverting hydrolytic
mechanism, but the corresponding residue is not conserved in subfamily C. In this regard,
subfamily C appears to be more similar to loosenins, which also lack the putative catalytic base
residue.
There are very few studies where different GH45 subfamily members have been compared
side-by-side. To investigate the diversity of enzymatic activity between the three subfamilies,
we compared the enzymatic hydrolysis of barley betaglucan, konjac glucomannan and
carboxymethyl cellulose by MeCel45A with GH45 members of subfamilies A (H. insolens
HiCel45A), B (T. reesei TrCel45A) and C (P. chrysosporium PcCel45A). We determined the initial
rates and hydrolysis yields by reducing sugar assays and characterized the product formation
using NMR spectroscopy. To study differences within a subfamily, we compared the activity
and product profile of two GH45 subfamily B enzymes (MeCel45A and TrCel45A) when
incubated with cellohexaose. The reaction products were analyzed by high performance anion
exchange chromatography (HPAEC).
From our enzyme activity assays we concluded that the subfamily B and C enzymes exhibited
mannanase activity, whereas the subfamily A member was uniquely able to produce
monomeric glucose. All of the Cel45A enzymes were confirmed as inverting glycoside
hydrolases, which to our knowledge had been experimentally proven only for subfamily A.
Interestingly, MeCel45A exhibited higher cold tolerance by maintaining more than 70% of
activity at +4°C, compared to 35% for TrCel45A. Both enzymes produced cellobiose and
cellotetraose from cellohexaose, but TrCel45A additionally produced cellotriose.
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The silkworm cocoon is built from an astonishing 600-900 meters of a single and continuous silk fiber
that predominantly is consisting of the fibroin proteins. The structural integrity of the cocoon is
supported by a protein called sericin that serves as a “glue” for the fibroin assembly. In silk production,
sericins have to be removed from the silk fibers by a process called degumming. The degumming
process has been traditionally performed with energy-demanding procedures, and there is a need to
find green alternatives for this process. When the silk moth escapes the cocoon the sericin protein is
degraded by a serine protease called cocoonase. Cocoonase is secreted from glands on the head of the
moth and applied to the inside of the cocoon by a process called wetting. Using cocoonase as a
degumming agent in industrial processes has great potential, as it is more efficient and less damaging
to the silk fibers compared to current approaches. Here we report the production of recombinant
cocoonase in Escherichia coli expression system and an optimized method for protein purification.
Cocoonase is highly expressed in E. coli as insoluble inclusion bodies. We have successfully recovered
cocoonase by development of a refolding protocol under a balanced redox environment, composed of
oxidized and reduced glutathione. The proper folding of cocoonase was confirmed with circular
dichroism and NMR spectroscopy. Moreover, cocoonase was found to be highly effective in hydrolysis
of the cocoons by means of a 1H NMR based functional assay. In the assay, solid cocoons were
subjected to hydrolysis with purified cocoonase and the released sericin fragments were detected
directly with 1H NMR spectra. We found that the enzyme is significantly more active towards the
cocoon substrate compared to a control experiment with trypsin. In conclusion, we have developed an
efficient and robust method for production of a biotechnologically important enzyme with the aim to
support structural studies and green approaches to silk production.

Key words: Silk moth (Bombyx mori.), cocoonase, serine protease, refolding, and Escherichia coli

Structural and functional characterization of viral 2AH-box/NC proteins
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The Picornaviruses are a large family of non-enveloped, small RNA viruses, responsible for
numerous human and animal diseases including the common cold, poliovirus as well as footand-mouth disease in cattle[1]. During infection, the virus attaches to susceptible cells via
specific receptors on the cell membrane, which triggers its internalization. After poremediated transfer to the cytoplasm, the ss(+)-RNA viral genome containing a single ORF acts
as mRNA and is translated to a 200-250 kDa polyprotein, which is further processed into the
mature viral proteins. Due to the lack of a proof-reading mechanism, picornaviruses exhibit a
high rate of mutation, it is of a great interest to identify cellular proteins required in the early
stages of the viral life cycle, as potential drug targets for novel antiviral therapies. Recently,
the non-essential human phospholipase PLAAT3 was identified as a key host factor for some
picornaviruses[2]. Intriguingly, it appears that several 2A proteins of picornaviruses, including
human Parechovirus (HPeV-1), Aichivirus (AiV) and Tremovirus A (formerly Avian
Encephalomyelitis virus, AEV) share conserved sequences called H-box/NC motif with
PLAAT3[3], hinting that these viruses may have acquired a copy of this host-factor protein to
become independent of the host factor. However, even if its role in the viral life cycle remains
unclear, studies have shown it may interact with RNA and participating in the viral
replication[4,5]. In this study, we use a combination of biophysical, structural, and cell-based
techniques to study 2A proteins from several branches of the phylogenetic tree to investigate
and understand their role in the viral life cycle.
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Diversity in myoglobin function
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Myoglobin is a heme protein expressed in oxidative muscle tissue in most vertebrates and
functions in oxygen transport and storage. Myoglobin can also display complex redox
chemistry involved in several important physiological process including reactive oxygen
species (ROS) scavenging and nitric oxide metabolism. Goldfish and the common carp are the
only vertebrates known today that express two paralogs of myoglobin (Mb1 and Mb2). The
paralogs are a result of a recent whole genome duplication. Mb1 is expressed in different
tissues including gills, liver, and skeletal muscle tissue whereas Mb2 is exclusively expressed
in the brain. The tissue specific expression led to work showing that the two myoglobin
isoforms functions differently. In this study, work has been done to gain structural and
biophysical insight into the differences of these isozymes by comparing 3D structures, kinetics,
and spectroscopic data. The reaction of myoglobin with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) has been
of particular interest. The reaction of H2O2 with Mb2 is significantly faster than with Mb1.
Structural modelling of Mb1 and Mb2 shows no differences around the active site between
the two isozymes. The structural basis of this functional difference is therefore complex in
nature, and might be explained by altered dynamics as a consequence of differences in amino
acid composition far from the active site.

Characterizing excited states in the ribosome using relaxation
dispersion NMR
Magdalena Riad, Maja Marušič*, Marvin Albers**, Katja Petzold
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The ribosome is a large RNA-protein complex that synthesizes proteins in all living organisms.
It undergoes global conformational rearrangements during translation, where its two subunits
move relative each other, motions that are well characterized. However, local dynamics of
RNA have not been studied in the same detail. The RNA helix 44 (h44) is located at the
interface of the two subunits, containing intersubunit bridges that get rearranged during
protein synthesis1 and is therefore our research interest. In particular, the intersubunit bridge
B3 region is the focus of my PhD project.
Biomolecules exist in an ensemble of conformations, an equilibrium that can be altered due
to molecular interactions2. We study the higher energy conformational states, termed excited
states (ES), interchanging on a micro-to-millisecond time-scale with the most populated state,
the ground state (GS), through base-pair rearrangements (Figure 1). In contrast to using
traditional structural biology techniques, which most often observe only the GS, these excited
states can be elucidated using R1ρ relaxation dispersion NMR3. Preliminary results from R1ρ
relaxation dispersion data indicate the existence of two excited states of the B3 region.
We investigate what effect the local RNA dynamics have on the global motions. Characterizing
the dynamic behaviour of h44 in human and bacterial ribosomal RNA will help increase our
understanding of the ribosome function during protein synthesis. The differences and
similarities between species can further be exploited for designing new and more specific drug
interactions for antibiotics.
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Figure 1. Left (figure from4): Conformational dynamics with single base-pair flip occurring on a μs–ms time-scale.
Right: Ribosomal RNA with the large subunit (red), small subunit (blue) with h44 highlighted in orange. The Asite, decoding site, similarity between species is highlighted which indicates why antibiotics targeting this site
give rise to off-target effects. Image generated with Chimera from pdb:4vfx
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Scilifelab Drug Discovery and Development Platform
Annette Roos
Biophysical Screening and Characterization Unit, SciLifeLab Drug Discovery and Development Platform, ICM,
Box 596, Uppsala University, 751 24 Uppsala, Sweden

The Drug Discovery and Development (DDD) Platform is a national infrastructure within
SciLifeLab aimed at helping Swedish academic groups progress therapeutic ideas towards a
pre-clinical proof-of-concept. We take on projects either with a small molecule focus, with an
idea for an antibody therapeutic, or as of 2022, projects where an oligonucleotide can be
developed into a drug. The latter is with the newly formed OligoNova Hub in Gothenburg.
The current portfolio consists of 7 small molecule and 6 antibody programs. Our platform
steering board evaluates all our projects biannually but project proposals are accepted
continuously. In addition to full programs, we can take on smaller service projects where
access to a single instrument or expertise is required. We dedicate a part of our resources into
making new drug discovery technologies available to Swedish researchers. As an example, the
platform has developed DNA-coded chemical libraries that make it easier to find relevant
starting points for small molecule drug discovery.
The platform consists of 8 facilities with different areas of expertise, including assay
development and HT compound screening, antibody generation, protein expression,
biophysical characterization, medicinal chemistry, pharmacological profiling, analysis of drug
metabolism and pharmacokinetics data, and finally target safety analysis in collaboration with
RISE, Södertälje.
For more information see https://www.scilifelab.se/units/ddd-platform/

Molecular basis of proteolytic activity and in vivo function of the
FtsH1 and FtsH2 proteases in Pseudomonas aeruginosa clone C
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The ubiquitous environmental species Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a major opportunistic
pathogen. Clone C, one of the most common groups of closely related P. aeruginosa strains,
carries a transmissible locus of stress tolerance (tLST) proposed to contribute a survival
advantage. Among the conserved gene products encoded on the tLST is a xenolog of the ATPdependent metalloprotease FtsH, named PaFtsH2. Whereas PaftsH1, the core-genome copy
and an ortholog of ftsH in Escherichia coli, is critical for numerous cellular processes including
robust growth and antibiotic resistance, the specific biological role(s) of PaftsH2 is yet to be
defined. Here, we show that PaFtsH2 is a hexameric ATPase, typical of AAA+ (ATPases
associated with diverse cellular activities) proteases, yet has a more restricted degradation
substrate profile in vitro than does PaFtsH1. Remarkably, the weak degradation activity of
PaFtsH2 is substantially improved by the exchange of the cytoplasmic junction linking the
second transmembrane domain to the cytosolic AAA+ domain (the MC-linker). In fact, the
exchange of only ten amino acids and even introduction of just three glycine residues, to reflect
the glycine-rich character of the PaFtsH1 MC-linker, resulted in a substantial increase in both
PaFtsH2’s activity in vitro and its phenotypic impact in vivo. Single particle transmission
electron microscopy structures support the hypothesis that this MC-linker substantially
influences FtsH conformation. Taken together, our findings establish that a key attribute
governing efficient proteolysis by the distant FtsH proteins in P. aeruginosa clone C is imparted
by features of their MC linker region and point to models in which linker flexibility imparts FtsH
with more permissive substrate engagement and degradation properties. Thus, the 32 amino
acid MC linker dramatically impacts in vivo and in vitro activity of the two FtsH enzymes of P.
aeruginosa clone C. Evolutionary analysis suggests FtsH1 and FtsH2 homologs cluster with
the two linker types.

The mitochondrial Lon protease and its interplay with TFAM
governing the essential role in mitochondrial maintenance.
Ylber Sallova, Jens Lidman, Björn M. Burmann
Department of Chemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Gothenburg,
Wallenberg Centre for Molecular and Translational Medicine

The Human Lon protein complex is an ATP-dependent protease residing in the mitochondrial
matrix.(1) Lon protein is a product of the nuclear gene LONP1 and plays a crucial role in
maintenance and repair of mitochondrial DNA as well as being an essential regulator of the
mitochondrial metabolism. Lon is ATP-stimulated going from being bound to the inner parts
of the mitochondrial membrane (mitochondrial genome) to released form in the matrix where
degradation of malfunctioning proteins and maintenance of the DNA is performed.(2) Three
functional roles have been elucidated about Lon function: degrading of oxidized dysfunctional
proteins, regulation of vital enzymes such as the TFAM transcription factor (3) as well as
cochaperoning functions with other proteins such as Hsp60-mtHsp70 complex.(4) Lon plays
also an important role in different diseases due to its involvement in oxidative stress of cells
caused by diverse syndromes. TFAM is one of Lons natural substrates and it is up and down
regulation by Lon. TFAM is a key regulator of mtDNA by activating transcription and binding
the DNA subsequently interacting with itself by forming crosslinks to package the mtDNA. The
two proteins coat the mitochondrial genome forming them into dense spherical shapes
named nucleoids by inducing sharp U-turns of the DNA. Each protein consists of two high
mobility groups (HMG) boxes, protein domains that both interact with DNA, and are regulated
by post transcriptional modifications on HMG1. When these PTMs occur Lon will recognize
the PTMs, interact and degrade TFAM. Even though the importance of Lon and TFAM is
highlighted, the mechanism and its mechano-chemical principles are not thoroughly known.
To unravel these properties, we have started to study the structure of Lon as well as its
underlying dynamic properties and interacting machineries by using nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) techniques.

1. García-Nafría J, Ondrovicová G, Blagova E, Levdikov VM, Bauer JA, Suzuki CK, et al. Structure of the catalytic domain of
the human mitochondrial Lon protease: proposed relation of oligomer formation and activity. Protein Sci Publ Protein
Soc. 2010 May;19(5):987–99.
2. Bota DA, Davies KJA. Mitochondrial Lon protease in human disease and aging: Including an etiologic classification of
Lonrelated diseases and disorders. Free Radic Biol Med. 2016;100:188–98.
3. Matsushima Y, Goto Y, Kaguni LS. Mitochondrial Lon protease regulates mitochondrial DNA copy number and
transcription by selective degradation of mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM). Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2010 Oct
26;107(43):18410–5.
4. Kao T-Y, Chiu Y-C, Fang W-C, Cheng C-W, Kuo C-Y, Juan H-F, et al. Mitochondrial Lon regulates apoptosis through the
association with Hsp60-mtHsp70 complex. Cell Death Dis. 2015 Feb 12;6:e1642.

Structural Investigation of Full-Length Deubiquitinating Enzyme USP14
in Solution
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The ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS) is a promising area for drug development targets such as
E1/E2 ubiquitin enzymes and deubiquitinases (DUBs). Ubiquitin-specific protease 14 (USP14) is
one of three DUBs associated to the 26S proteasome. Increased USP14 expression levels in
cancers such as lung, breast and prostate cancer compared to healthy cells, makes it an
interesting therapeutic target1, and we have identified a family of USP14 drug candidates with
significant antineoplastic activity in zebrafish embryos2. USP14 itself is a dual-domain protein
consisting of a ubiquitin-like (Ubl) domain and a catalytic core domain. The Ubl-domain is
believed to be responsible for the association to the proteasome while the core domain binds
ubiquitin conjugated to proteins sent for proteasomal degradation and cleaves the isopeptide
chain. There is currently no structural data on full-length USP14 and how these two domains are
related to each other in solution or on the proteasome. As USP14 gets activated upon binding to
the proteasome, we first wanted to investigate the behaviour of free USP14 in solution. Here we
present a structural analysis of USP14 in solution by complementing nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) with small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and modelling. We collected experimental data
on full-length protein as well as the isolated domains and found differences in chemical shifts
and rotational correlation time (τc) of the Ubl-domain, as part of the full-length protein or
individual. SAXS measurements on full-length USP14 were used to selecting generated models
and creating an ensemble model. Models with best fit to the data had a configuration where the
Ubl domain is close to the C-terminal tail, potentially indicating a preferred orientation. Based on
our SAXS and NMR data, we propose that the proteasome-bound USP14 state is already a
predominant member of the free ensemble.
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In situ investigation into Langat virus (LGTV) replication using cryoelectron tomography of infected mice and cells
Erin Schexnaydre, Nunya Chotiwan*, Lars-Anders Carlson and Anna K Överby*
Dept. of Medical Biochemistry and Biophysics, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden, * Dept. of Virology, Umeå
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Flaviviruses are enveloped positive-sense RNA viruses that infect humans and cause serious
disease. Flaviviruses like those part of the tick-borne encephalitis virus (TBEV) complex
including the antigenically related Langat virus (LGTV) can cause permanent neurological
damage or even death. These viruses manipulate host cell membranes, hijack several other
cellular processes and induce the formation of an organelle for genome replication called a
replication complex (RC) within the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). An RC assembles via “nonstructural viral proteins” (NS1-5) which are expressed as a polyprotein and then cleaved into
individual proteins in which each serve a particular function in viral RNA replication. Despite
their crucial role in flavivirus replication, virtually nothing is known about the structural
architecture of RCs. I use in situ cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) to tackle this crucial gap
in the understanding of flavivirus biology. Human cells and mice were infected with LGTV and
these cells and the brain tissue from the infected mice were subjected to cryo-focused ionbeam milling and cryo-ET. The resulting tomograms of LGTV RCs revealed insights into the
organization of this unique viral organelle. This work provides a structural basis for molecular
virology of flaviviruses, paving the way for new approaches to antiviral development as well
as serving as a model for similar studies into other human viruses.

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy on cable bacteria proteins
Kajsa G. V. Sigfridsson Clauss, Yang Chen, Susan Nehzati, Josephine Caroline Ward*,
Benjamin S. Korsgaard*, Rosa Groth*, Thomas Boesen*
MAX IV Laboratory Lund University, *Aarhus University

In the shallow water sediments you can find the intriguing organism called cable bacteria, so
called because they are conducting electrons over centimeter distances from donors in one
environment to acceptors in another environment. These living electrical wires have the
possibility to oxidize H2S in the anoxic zone deeper in the sediment and transfer the
electrons to the subsurface oxic zone where O2 gets reduced (1). Very little is known about
molecular basis of these unusual respiration properties of cable bacteria and the proteins
behind. Surrounding and shared between the cells making up the wire is a fiber sheet
composed of conducting proteins. This intriguing organism has been intensively studied at
the Center for Electromicrobiology, Aarhus University, for the last five years. With this
project we have focused on investigating the N- and C-terminal truncated hemoglobin
domains (tN, tC) that are parts of the unique periplasmic hemoglobin-multiheme
cytochrome-fusion protein (termed PHCtNC), comprised of a central pentaheme cytochrome
domain and tN/tC at the termini. This up to seven heme-containing protein was suggested to
be the terminal oxidase and responsible for the unusually high respiration rate observed in
cable bacteria, the highest respiration rate per cell ever measured – ten times higher than
the highest previously reported (E. coli) (2). PHCtNC is speculated to unload electrons from
the conductor and reduce oxygen to water (3). To start simple, tN and tC were first put
under X-ray investigation.
The tN and tC domains were investigated with X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) to probe
the local atomic (and electronic) structure around the Fe atom in the heme group. We could
follow changes in the oxidation state as well as changes in ligand binding by analysis of
XANES and EXAFS under different conditions; anaerobic, O2 binding, untreated and H2S were
assayed. Cable bacteria affect the local pH in the sediment (1), therefore the pH dependence
of O2 binding was followed at “low, middle and high” pH of the observed range in the
sediment. Results with mechanistic importance will be presented.
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Abstract:
Zinc is essential for all organisms and yet detrimental at elevated levels. Hence homeostasis
of this metal is tightly regulated. The Zrt/Irt-like proteins (ZIPs) represent the only zinc
importers in metazoans. Mutations in human ZIPs cause serious disorders, but the mechanism
by which ZIPs transfer zinc remains elusive. Hitherto, structural information is only available
for the model member, BbZIP, and as a single, ion-bound, conformation, precluding
mechanistic insights. Here, we elucidate an inward-open metal-free BbZIP structure, differing
significantly in the relative positions of the two separate domains of ZIPs. With accompanying
co-evolutional analyses, mutagenesis and uptake assays, the data point to an elevator-type
transport mechanism, likely shared within the ZIP family, unifying earlier functional data.
Moreover, the structure reveals a previously unknown ninth transmembrane segment that is
essential for activity in vivo. Our findings outline the mechanistic principles governing ZIPprotein transport and enhance the molecular understanding of ZIP-related disorders.

Structure of the native pyruvate dehydrogenase complex
reveals the mechanism of substrate insertion
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The megadalton pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDHc) links glycolysis to the citric acid
cycle by converting pyruvate into acetyl-coenzyme A. PDHc encompasses three enzymatically
active subunits, namely pyruvate dehydrogenase, dihydrolipoyl transacetylase, and
dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase. Dihydrolipoyl transacetylase is a multidomain protein
comprising a varying number of lipoyl domains, a peripheral subunit-binding domain, and a
catalytic domain. It forms the structural core of the complex, provides binding sites for the
other enzymes, and shuffles reaction intermediates between the active sites through
covalently bound lipoyl domains. The molecular mechanism by which this shuttling occurs has
remained elusive. Here, we report a cryo-EM reconstruction of the native E. coli dihydrolipoyl
transacetylase core in a resting state. This structure provides molecular details of the assembly
of the core and reveals how the lipoyl domains interact with the core at the active site.
Nature Communications. 2021 Sep 6;12(1):5277.

The MYC oncoprotein directly interacts with its chromatin cofactor
PNUTS to recruit PP1 phosphatase.
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Despite MYC dysregulation in most human cancers, strategies to target this potent oncogenic
driver remain an urgent unmet need. Recent evidence shows the PP1 phosphatase and its
regulatory subunit PNUTS control MYC phosphorylation, chromatin occupancy, and stability.
We here demonstrate that MYC interacts directly with PNUTS through the MYC homology Box
0 (MB0), a highly conserved region recently shown to be important for MYC oncogenic activity.
By NMR we identified a distinct peptide motif within MB0 that dynamically interacts with the
PNUTS amino-terminal structured domain (PAD). Using NMR spectroscopy we identified and
characterised the dynamic properties of PNUTS MYC-binding and how this affects the MYC
ensemble of unbound states. We then dynamically trapped the transiently bound state by a
fusion protein design and determined its complex structure. Point mutations of residues at
the MYC-PNUTS interface significantly weaken their interaction both in vitro and in vivo,
leading to elevated MYC phosphorylation and subsequent degradation and thereby opens a
possible new therapeutic avenue. Our data provides new insight into the control mechanisms
of MYC as a regulator of gene transcription and a pervasive cancer driver.

Nucleic Acids Res. 2022 Apr 8;50(6):3505-3522. doi: 10.1093/nar/gkac138

New selective inhibitors of human leukotriene A4 hydrolase
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Leukotriene A4 hydrolase (LTA4H) is a bifunctional zinc-containing enzyme that
catalyzes the biosynthesis of a potent pro-inflammatory and immune-modulating lipid
mediator, leukotriene B4 (LTB4), and also performs the peptidolytic cleavage of a neutrophil
chemoattractant, Pro-Gly-Pro (PGP). Therefore, LTA4H is an important drug target for the
resolution of inflammation in different pathophysiological conditions. Elucidation of the
crystal structure of LTA4H revealed the binding mode of the LTA4 substrate [1] and PGP[2] in
the L-shaped substrate channel. Based on the structural information, selective inhibitors can
be designed to block only the formation of LTB4 without affecting the aminopeptidase activity.
A lead compound, 4-(4-benzylphenyl) thiazol-2-amine (ARM1), has been designed and cocrystallized together with PGP analogue in the substrate pocket of LTA4H [2].
The objective of this work was to synthesize new ARM1-type inhibitors via
chalcogen-replacement, and assess their potency and binding properties using different
biochemical-biophysical approaches.
Selective inhibitors, 4-(4-benzylphenyl) selenazol-2-amine (TTSel) and 4-(4benzylphenyl) oxazol-2-amine (TTOx), were synthesized and their effect on the hydrolase and
aminopeptidase activity of LTA4H were tested. The inhibition of hydrolase activity was
assessed based on the biosynthesis of LTB4 by recombinant LTA4H or activated
polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMNs). Both assays indicated that ARM1 is slightly more
potent than TTSel and TTOx. Aminopeptidase assay was carried out with naturally-occurring
PGP, and artificial peptides, para-nitroanilide (pNa) or 7-amido-4-methylcoumarin (AMC)
derivatives. All three inhibitors spared the aminopeptidase activity of LTA4H with PGP,
however, the peptidolysis with peptide analogues containing N-terminal hydrophobic amino
acids was increased significantly by ARM1, TTSel and TTOx. In addition, dissociation constants
(Kd) of ARM1, TTSel and TTOx with LTA4H were determined using isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC) and differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF). The Kd values around 300 nM
with different inhibitors indicated their similar affinity to LTA4H. Moreover, DSF demonstrated
that all selective inhibitors stabilize LTA4H in a similar manner. Finally, the crystal structure of
LTA4H in a complex with TTSel or TTOx revealed the similar binding mode and domain
movements that were observed with the lead compound, ARM1 [2].
Current results indicate that single chalcogen replacements were not sufficient
to improve the potency and binding properties of ARM1, nevertheless, this encourages us to
proceed with development and characterization of pharmacologically relevant LTA4H
inhibitors.
[1] Stsiapanava, A., et al. 2017. Capturing LTA4 hydrolase in action: Insights to the chemistry
and dynamics of chemotactic LTB4 synthesis. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA.
[2] Stsiapanava, A., et al. 2014. Binding of Pro-Gly-Pro at the active site of leukotriene A4
hydrolase/aminopeptidase and development of an epoxide hydrolase selective inhibitor. Proc
Natl Acad Sci USA.
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Among the malaria-causing parasites, the deadliest is Plasmodium falciparum, which accounts
for the majority of the fatalities2. As the infection progresses inside erythrocytes, major
cellular and metabolic changes take place. For its own growth, the parasite relies on the
accumulation of phospholipids, which are essential for membrane synthesis3. Within the
Kennedy pathway, the P. falciparum choline kinase has a central role in the biosynthesis of
phosphatidylcholine and its selective inhibition leads to the parasite growth arrest and
eradication4. Here, we report the crystal structure of the apo and the ADP-bound form of
choline kinase from P. falciparum at 2.0 and 2.2 Å resolution, respectively, and in vitro the
biochemical characterization of a panel of new P. falciparum choline kinase inhibitors with
potencies in the low micromolar range. These new structural and biochemical data will
facilitate the implementation of effective structure-based drug development strategies
against P. falciparum choline kinase in the fight against malaria.
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Phage T3 SAM lyase inhibits bacterial defence systems through
SAM cleavage and inhibition of SAM synthesis
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Bacteria have developed several measures to defend themselves against bacteriophages. The
type I restriction-modification (RM) system requires the molecule S-adenosylmethionine
(SAM) to methylate the bacterial DNA. When this system encounters foreign un-methylated
DNA, such as phage genomes, it restricts the viral DNA. To counteract the bacterial restriction
system, phages have developed anti-restriction measures.
The T3 phage encodes a SAMase that degrades SAM, providing anti-restriction activity. Also
an unidentified catalytically inactive T3 SAMase mutant was suggested to protect the phage
from restriction 1. T3 SAMase is one of the first proteins synthesized once T3 infects
Escherichia coli and it was early found to co-purify with a host protein 2. We earlier solved the
first structure of a phage-encoded SAMase and showed it to be a lyase producing
methylthioadenosine (MTA) and homoserine lactone 3.
In this work we aimed to clarify how T3 SAMase provides anti-restriction activity and whether
it affects other SAM-dependent defense systems.
Mass spectrometry allowed identification of the co-purifying host protein as MetK (SAM
synthetase). The SAMase-MetK complex was subjected to single particle cryo electron
microscopy. The 2.9 Å resolution map shows that T3 SAMase forms an alpha-beta structure
with a nine-stranded antiparallel beta barrel and two helices on the outside. In the complex,
one T3 SAMase molecule binds to the outer edge of each monomer of a central MetK
tetramer. This 4:4 stoichiometry of the native complex, confirmed by mass photometry and
SAXS experiments, disagrees with the polymeric model suggested by others 4.
Phage infection assays showed that both the wild type and a catalytically inactive E68Q/Q94A
SAMase mutant could protect the phage from restriction. Thus, T3 SAMase protects the
phage through a dual mechanism where it both degrades SAM and inhibits its synthesis.
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Abstract
Superantigens (SAgs) are bacterial enterotoxins produced by Staphylococcus aureus.
Staphylococcal enterotoxin type A (SEA), a staphylococcal superantigen, has been shown to
bind to the cytokine signalling receptor glycoprotein 130 (gp130). The structural details, as
well as the exact physiological role of this interaction, remain unclear. Here, we describe the
structural details of the SEA-gp130 complex by combining crosslinking mass spectrometry
and computational modelling. Interestingly, SEA is not able to bind gp130-homologues from
rat and mouse. Our data suggest that SEA may interact with human gp130 in a different
manner than other known gp130-ligands. Moreover, the fact that SEA does not bind mouse
or rat gp130 suggests that SAgs have additional mechanisms of action in humans.
Keywords: SEA; SPR; food poisoning; gp130; superantigen.

Molecular understanding of the cyanobacterial CO2
fixing mechanism
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Cyanobacteria are oxygenic phototrophs that utilize light and CO2 for their growth and
production of energy-rich molecules, through the Calvin cycle. The most prominent enzyme
involved in this process is the carboxylase ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase
(Rubisco), which despite its abundance, is a relatively slow and promiscuous enzyme. Apart
from CO2, it can utilize O2 as its substrate, leading into an energy-consuming pathway called
photorespiration [1]. In order to accelerate CO2 fixation, cyanobacteria have evolved a CO2
concentration mechanism, which involves the co-encapsulation of Rubisco and carbonic
anhydrase (CA) into proteinaceous shells, called carboxysomes [2]. Inorganic carbon is actively
accumulated in the cytosol in the form of HCO3- [3]. Thereafter it diffuses into the
carboxysome, converts into CO2 by the CA and is subsequently used as the substrate for
Rubisco. In this way, the concentration of CO2 in the vicinity of Rubisco is increased, which
saturates its active sites and competitively inhibits the reaction with O2.
Despite extensive research in recent years, the molecular details that underlie the CO 2
concentration mechanism are still unclear. The objective of this project is to investigate the
protein-protein interactions involved in the assembly, regulation and function of the
carboxysome. Part of this work with utmost significance is elucidating the mechanism of CA’s
regulation. Understanding the biochemical foundations of carboxysomal assembly can
enhance future attempts to engineer cyanobacteria with improved growth rates and
photosynthetic efficiencies, that could contribute to the fight against climate change and
worldwide food shortage.

Figure 1:The CO2 concentration mechanism in cyanobacteria. Coencapsulation of Rubisco and CA into carboxysomes aims at increasing
the concentration of CO2 around Rubisco, in order to outcompete the
wasteful process of photorespiration.
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Cryo-EM structure of Band 3
Jie Wang1, Kaituo Wang1 & Pontus Gourdon1,2
1

University of Copenhagen; 2 Lund University

Band 3 is an anion transport protein, also known as anion exchanger 1 (AE1) or
solute carrier family 4 member 1 (SLC4A1). It is encoded by the SLC4A1 gene in
humans. Band 3 is responsible for mediating exchange of chloride (Cl−) with
bicarbonate (HCO3−) across plasma membranes. This function is critical for CO2
uptake by red blood cells (RBCs), where it is abundantly distributed. Band 3 also
represents one of the host receptors implicated the invasion process of malaria; a
sever and widespread parasite disease that causes about 1 to 3 million human
deaths annually which extensively alter the RBCs.
Here, we prepared erythrocytes from native human blood, and successfully purified
Band 3. From only 2 mL erythrocytes, we isolated nearly 0.4 mg of enriched Band 3
following anion exchange and size-exclusion chromatography. The sample
permitted us to recover a cryo-EM structure of Band 3, determined at an overall
resolution of 2.7 Å. This work sheds further light on the structure of native source
Band 3, and a technical foundation for downstream efforts to study infected RBCs.
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Crystal ‘De-optimization’ for MicroED
Lei Wang, Gerhard Hofer, Xiaodong Zou and Hongyi Xu
Department of Materials and Environmental Chemistry, Stockholm University, 106 91 Stockholm, Sweden.

Structure determination of protein-ligand complex crystals can reveal the interactions
between the protein-active sites and small molecule ligands up to atomic resolution. It has
been used for early drug discovery based on the traditional single X-ray diffraction (SXRD)
method1. Recently, micro-crystal electron diffraction (MicroED), developed on the widely
available transmission electron microscope (TEM), has shown advantages in providing highquality structural information2,3. Compared with the SXRD, it only needs tiny crystals and
enables the investigation of proteins that are difficult to crystalize. Furthermore, these
macromolecular crystals may have fewer defects and lower mosaicity. They can also display
more stable performances in applications such as ligand soaking or rapid cooling4–6.
In most cases, a large and perfect single crystal is desirable for SXRD experiments, while
protein crystals used for MicroED are supposed to be tiny and thin. These small plate-like
crystals allow the penetration of electrons and minimize multiple scattering. Mechanical
modification methods, such as Cryo-FIB7 and fragmentation8, were introduced to obtain
protein crystals with suitable size and morphology. However, it is still challenging to directly
grow small plate-like crystals. Here, we developed a ‘de-optimized’ crystallization strategy to
grow micro-crystals from protein solutions. This general protocol shows the potential to grow
a large concentration of micro-crystals for MicroED experiments.
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EVOLUTIONARY ORIGIN OF ENZYMATIC SPECIFICITY
”Time-travel” is a concept that carry significant potential to decode previously unknown
aspects of protein function. Archeological “backwards-looking” can be performed with
evolutionary analysis, while a glimpse into the future can be obtained from directed
evolution and enzyme design. Here, I will present our evolutionary approach that is
centered on the enzyme adenylate kinase (AK) isolated from organisms from all three
kingdoms of life; bacteria, archaea and eukarya. For the archaeal organism we have
selected Odinarchaeota, a member of the recently discovered Asgard archaeal family
that is believed to be the closest evolutionary ancestor to modern eukaryotic
organisms. Comparative structural and functional analysis between AK from these
three domains has enabled us to uncover novel principles in enzymatic catalysis. I will
specifically present findings for the evolutionary origin of nucleoside triphosphate
(NTP) specificity. While eukaryotic enzymes are selective for a specific NTP (i.e ATP
or GTP) the enzyme from Odinarchaeota has a universal NTP binding motif and can
therefore utilize all NTP:s for phosphorylation of AMP. The data is consistent with an
evolutionary model where the archaeal species has a relaxed substrate specificity
which is then restricted in eukaryotes. The structural basis for the relaxed and restricted
substrate preferences will be presented on basis of crystallographic structures of
enzyme:substrate complexes. The findings have been enabled through an integrative
structural biology approach where we utilize state-of-the-art quantitative 19F NMR
spectroscopy (relaxation dispersions) for determination of microscopic rate-constants
for conformational dynamics of a large (69 kDa) assembly.

Structure determination of pharmaceutical cocrystals by 3D ED
Jiaoyan Xu, Xiaodong Zou, Changquan Calvin Sun*, Hongyi Xu
Department of Materials and Environmental Chemistry Stockholm University, * Department of Pharmaceutics
University of Minnesota

Three-dimensional Electron Diffraction (3D ED), also known as MicroED, is becoming a
powerful method for structure determination of nano-/micro- sized crystals. Owing to the
strong interaction between electrons and matters, crystals that are too small for single crystal
X-ray diffraction and too complex for powder X-ray diffraction, can be studied by 3D ED.
Thanks to the ease of beam manipulation, fast rotation and sensitive detectors, low dose 3D
ED becomes possible. With the assistance of cryo-holder, further protection on the specimen
against vacuum and electron beam damage can be achieved, which extends the application of
electron crystallography on the structure solution of beam-sensitive crystals.
Herein, we show a series of pharmaceutical cocrystals solved by 3D ED. With this method,
more structures of pharmaceutical crystals can be solved efficiently, which will accelerate the
development of structural pharmacology and drug discovery.

Scheme. The structures of pharmaceutical cocrystals solved by 3D ED with corresponding
active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) and coformer.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) of Cytochrome c Oxidase
at Balder beamline
Zoric Doris, Sigfridsson Clauss, Kajsa*, Bränden, Gisela
Department of Chemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Gothenburg, Sweden, * MAX IV Laboratory,
Lund University, Sweden

Cytochrome c oxidase (CcO) is a key enzyme in cellular metabolism. It reduces oxygen to water
while simultaneously pumping protons across a biological membrane. A detailed
understanding of the proton pumping mechanism is one of the remaining key questions in
bioenergetics. We use X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) to investigate the detailed atomic
structures of the metal co-factors in different redox states as well as after initiation of the
biological reaction of CcO. Additionally, this study will complement the serial crystallography
data collected at X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) facilities and help in understanding of
enzyme reaction dynamics.

Targeting CD36 in Acute myeloid leukaemia
Hannah Åbacka*, Karin Lindkvist-Petersson*
Department of Experimental Medical Science, Lund University, Sölvegatan 19, 221 84 Lund, Sweden

Acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) is the most common form of leukaemia in adults and there is
a demand for finding new treatments that can be tolerated by the patients. Cancer cells are
thought to have increased lipid metabolism and utilizing this could be a potential target in
AML. Fatty acid translocase (CD36) is a cell surface receptor known to be involved in lipid
uptake. Its expression has been studied in several types of cancer and is thought to be
important for cancer cell survival and metastasis.
When comparing two AML cell lines, one was found to show considerably higher protein
expression of CD36 than the other. This makes it interesting to further study if these cell lines
differ regarding to lipid uptake. Inhibitors of CD36 can be assessed in different cell studies.
Here, lipid uptake and inhibition are monitored by microscopy. An ATP-based cell viability
assay is used to evaluate the effect by CD36 inhibitors alone or combination with
chemotherapy drugs.
Preliminary data shows that inhibition of CD36 has a negative effect on AML cell viability after
72 hours of treatment. The effect of inhibitor together with chemotherapy treatment must be
further studied. Utilizing CD36 inhibitors could potentially be used to lower the doses of
chemotherapy in AML, hence reducing the reversed effects in patients.
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